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his Final	 Engineering Report contains a detailed functional
escription of each subassembly, design analysis and final
calibration data on all assemblies for the Panoramic Attitude
	 f
Sensor (PAS).
he PAS is used for course attitude determination on the International)
ltraviolet Explorer Spacecraft (IUE). 	 The PAS contains a sun sensor
hick is sensitive only to the sun's radiation and a mechanically
canned sensor which is. sensitive to the earth, moon and the sun.
The signals from these two sensors are encoded and sent back in
he telemetry data stream to determine the spacecraft attitude.
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This Final Engineering Report of the Panoramic Attitude Sensor (PAS) was
prepared as part of the requirements for Contract No. NAS5-20651. It
contains the following subjects:
1.1	 DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF EACH UNIT INCLUDING
IDENTIFICATION OF FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION TECHNIQUES
1.2	 ANALYSIS FOR THE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND THE DESIGN
APPROACH IN PRODUCING THE OVERALL ASSEMBLY
1.3	 SUMMARY FOR THE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND DESIGN APPROACH
;
IN PRODUCING THE OVERALL ASSEMBLY
1.4
	
FINAL CALIBRATION DATA ON ALL ASSEMBLIES
2.0	 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION AND FAULT ISOLATION AND DETECTION
TECHNIQUES
The PAS system consists of two subassemblies. The instrument assembly, also
known as the scanner head, is illustrated in Figure l., The scanner head is
connected to the other subassembly, the electronics assembly, by means of a
cable which supplies electrical power and the control signals. The electronics
assembly is illustrated in Figure 2. The sensor head contains a sun slit
detector and preamp, a scanner detector and preamp, a heater circuit, a
stepper motor and associated encoder, and the interface drivers to interface
these circuits with the electronics assembly. The electronics assembly_
r
	 consists of two compartments. The smaller compartment is sealed to contain
the electrical noise from the power inverter. This compartment contains
only the power supply. The other compartment contains the stepper motor
driver circuitry, the control logic, and the interface circuits to the
f




















The scanner head is housed in a small aluminum box with the mechanically
rotated opti-cal assembly on the top. It weighs slightly greater than 0.5
kilogram. The scanner head mechanism consists of a 45 degree stepper motor
that drives the optical assembly through a 64:1 gear train in four passes
of 4:1 gear reduction. The final gear is an antibacklash spring loaded
gear which reduces the angular uncertainty to less than 0.10.
i
The optical assembly is driven at variable rates depending upon the mode
and command status, from 78 steps per second down to 10 steps per second or
slower. Ball bearings are used on the stepper motor gear train shafts and
optical assembly. The housing is not hermetically sealed. Ball bearings
	
<+	 and gears are lubricated with a proprietary lubricant (Vac Kote) which
i functions in a hard vacuum without evaporation. The electronics assembly
is a rectangular box designed so that it can be stacked with similar units
r	 in the spacecraft. The power supply compartment contains a power supply
printed circuit board mounted on standoffs with an aluminum cover to seal
I
the compartment. The other compartment is open and contains two circuit




The electronics components on these boards are soldered or welded on one
side and interconnected on the other side by means of stitch-weld wiring.
All of the components on the stitch-weld circuit boards are accessible by
removing the four screws holding down the top board. Drawings of the two major
assemblies, 48001 and 48557 are a part of Appendix A.
2.2	 HEATER CIRCUIT
The heater circuit is used for thermal control of the scanner head. It switches





+5'C and -5°C. The heater circuit is enabled with the application of spacecraft_
1	
.	 3
28 volt DC power to the PAS assembly. This heater circuit is tied directly
to the spacecraft 28 volt buss. When the heater is on, an additional 2
watts of power is dissipated in the scanner head. A schematic diagram of
the entire head electronics is located in Appendix A as drawing 48572.. The
heater circuit is a part of this schematic. A simplified heater circuit is
shown as Figure 3. The 28 volt power shown connected to the 390 ohm 5 watt
heater resistor is completely isolated from the power operating the PAS
electronics by the inverter transformer in the power supply. R1 and Cl
provide a power supply bypass filter network to supply the amplifier and
thermistor bridge circuit. The input voltage to the bridge circuit is
further regulated at 20 volts with zen r diode VR1. R2 provides the current
limit for the zene r diode.
Thermistor RT2 which has a nominal resistance of IOK ohm at room temperature
has a resistance of approximately 30K ohm at 0°C and 54K ohm at 12.5°C. As
a resistance the_thermistor varies with temperature, a current unbalance is
created at the input of op-amp ART. Resistor R4 provides positive feedback
causing the op-amp to act as a comparator with a hysteresis of approximately
12.5°C. The zener diode VR2 assures that no current can flow into the base
of Ql when op-amp AR1_is in its low stage which can be as high as +2 volts.
Resistor R7 limits the current into Q1. Resistors R8 and R9 provide shunt
paths for the leakage currents of Q1 and Q2 respectively. Transistors Ql
and Q2 multiply the output current of ARl to 72 milliamps. This current
flows through the 390 ohm resistor heating the gear plate. Thermistor RT2
is mounted physically near the 390 ohm resistor and when it is heated
approximately 0°C, it unbalances, the bridgesufficiently to cause ARl to -
t	 ff d th 72 -	 fri p o	 ane	 mi D amp 	 cur rent ceases to low.
2.3	 STEPPER MOTOR
The PAS stepper motor is a size 8 permanent magnet DC stepper motor housed
in a metal magnetic can inside the sensor head. It has two 135 ohm windings	 i
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mode with a step angle of 45 0 . It was designed to operate in a hard-space
vacuum. The motor is pulsed with 12.8 millisecond pulses of 20 volt amplitude, 	 i
sequentially, to each of the leads while the unenergized leads are held at	 if
ground potential. The duty cycle of the motor varies from nearly 100% to	
t
approximately 12% depending upon the step rate. Since the dry lubricant
provides very low friction, electrical damping is provided by shorting out
the unenergized windings to ground. This reduces the overshoot and oscillation.






The optical encoder consists of three major parts; the first is three
light-emitting diodes (LED)-phototransistor pairs mounted on a Vespel
housing surrounding an encoder shaft. The encoder shaft is an extension of
the motor gear pinion with slots and holes to block the light path between
the LED and the phototransistor as the shaft rotates. The second part of
the encoder is a six-stage electronic counter that increments one count, up
or down, each revolution of the motor shaft depending upon.the direction of
rotation. The third part is an LED phototransistor pair mounted over the
output gear. A hole in this gear allows the phototransistor to be activated
once each revolution of the scanner. The output of this circuit, known as
the zero reference circuit, is used to reset the electronic counter in the
zero count position. The scan head makes 512 steps per revolution. This
position is encoded as a nine-bit digital code. The output of the gear
shaft encoder forms the three least significant bits of that code. The six
bits of the counter, forming the most significant bits of the code is
illustrated in Table '1. The three least significant bits are in Gray code,
the six most significant are in binary code. The LED's are supplied current
continuously from the 5 volt internal buss. The =910 ohm resistors in
series with the LED's limit the current to approximately 3.7 milliamps.
The values of these resistors are selected to set the proper operating





Position MSB Code LSB Position MSB Code LSB
0 1 000000 000 0 -0 000000 000
1 1 000000 001 511 0 111111 100
2 1 000000 011 510 0 111111 101
3 1 000000 010 500 0 111111 111
4 1 000000 110 508 0 111111 110
S 1 000000 111 507 0 111111 010
6 1 000000 100 S06 0 111111 011
7 1 000000 100 50S 0 111111 001
8 1 000001 000 SO4 0 111110 000
9 1 000001 001 S03 0 111110 100
504 1 111111 000 7 0 000000 100
505 1 111111 001 6 0 000000 101
506 1 111111 011 5 0 000000 111
S07 1' 111111 010 4 0 000000 110
508 1 111111 110 3 0 000000 010
509 1- 111111 ill 2 0 000000 011
510 1 111111 101 1 0 000000 001
511 1 111111 100 0 0 000000 000
0 1 000000 000 S11` 0 111111 100
k	 1 1' 000000 001 510 0 111111 101
When the PAS is in the PLANAR MODE, the Scanner Head position is
represented by a hybrid Grey/Binary code. The three least signif-
icant, bits are in -grey code and the 7 other bits are in binary as
shown below. The most significant bit is the direction of scan.
The seven Planar mode 10 bit words whic^ are represented in this







drift. The 20 volt buss is the source of power for the phototransistors
and their associated buffers. The 20 volts 'is reduced to 10 volts by
zeners in the scanner head. The phototransistors have 47K ohm load resistors
so that at the switching point of the buffers, the load resistors, in
combination with the impedance of the phototransistors, present a source of	 y
impendance of approximately 24K ohm. (See Figure 4) The buffers have 470K
ohm feedback resistors providing 'a Schmitt trigger action. The ratio of
feedback and source resistance provides a hysteresis of approximately .5
volt. The slots on the encoder pinion shaft are illustrated in Appendix A
as drawing 48027. The slots are cut to provide the timing sequence, illustrated
in Figure 5, when the shaft is rotating.
The signals from the three shaft encoder buffers labeled encoder A, encoder
B, and encoder C, pass from the head through the cable into the electronics
assembly. CMOS buffer U6 F, D and C, respectively, buffer the encoder
signals as they come into the electronics assembly. The circuit is indicated
on drawing 48574. Tramsistions of the encoder C "line, causes the circuit
composed U16D, WE, RI and Cl to act as a one shot which generates a positive	 1
pulse on either the negative or positive transitions of the encoder C line.
This pulse is gated  with the signal on the encoder B line using gate U6D
and U56D. so
 that only the pulse that occurs when the encoder -B line is
high, causes a pulse in the clock inputs of the counter composed of U30 and 	
1
U42. The signal on the encoder C line coming out of gate VE, is fed into j
the up/down input of the counters as a function of the direction of shaft
rotation. The timing diagram for clockwise and counterclockwise rotation
is illustrated in Figure 5.
The signal from the zero reference circuit 'i
 is labeled  HOME and comes into
gate U6E. The signal on the HOMEline and all three encoder lines will be
zero when the scanner is positioned at the zero reference angle. The all 	 3
zero input to OR gate U44B causes a positive pulse to be applied to the
parallel enable input on the counters. This loads an all zero count which
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2.5	 SCANNER OPTICS DESCRIPTION
The scanner optics assembly consists of a baffle assembly mounted on a`
rotating shaft. The scanner rotates about an axis perpendicular to the yd
mounting plane of the sensor head. The scanner rotates in 512 steps of
approximately 0.7° each step. The scanner head can rotate continuously through
	 i1
360 0 of rotation or can sector through smaller angles as determined by the
input command. The scanner field-of-view (FOV) is 0.7 0 ± 0.1 0 diameter
about the scan angle. Incoming light within this FOV is reflected 90° down
d
the axis of rotation of the scanner shaft by a quartz prism. A convex
quartz lens is cemented to the prism to focus the incoming light on a
silicon PIN photodiode at the end of the optical shaft assembly. A 0.040
inch diameter aperture at the end of the shaft determines the FOV of the
scanner. The active area of the silicon sensor is also 0.040 inch diameter
which is aligned concentrically with the aperture and the end of the shaft.
A data sheet of the detector is included in Appendix B. The sensitivity of
the scanner preamp is controlled by a select resistor to trip at 0.1 of




The PAS scanner preamplifier is -a two-stage DC coupled amplifier using
LM108A low power op-amps. The PIN photodiode Q1 operates in the photovoltaic`
mode with zero bias voltage. The output of Ql is tied directly to the
input of the first stage op-amp ARi. This stage acts as a`transimpedance
amplifier with a five megohm feedback resistor. R5 and select resistor R4
form a voltage divider network which raises the transimpedance to approximately
30 megohms. Capacitors C2 and C3 compensate for stray capacitance which
would make the amplifier unstable._ Cl is connected to the op -amp compensation
pin. Figure 6 is a simplified schematic of both scanner stages. It is
also a part of this head electronics, schematic 48572`, which is located in
Appendix A. The components of the first stage of the scanner preamplifier,
including the PIN silicon photodiode, are mounted on circuit board A3 which
is mounted near the end of the optical scanner shaft. The second stage of
13
,-	 the preamplifier is mounted on circuit board A2. This stage acts as an
inverting voltage amplifier with a gain of approximately 310. R2 is the
input resistor and R4 is the feedback resistor. C3 is in parallel with R4
which provides a rolloff at approximately 780 hertz. Resistor R3 biases the
input near the no-signal output of the first stage op-amp and resistor R1
is a select resistor to offset the output near zero volts corresponding to
no signal into the photodetector.
The output of the second stage op-amp flows through R5 and to CBIOS buffer
U1A, which is on board Al. R5 in combination with Rll converts the buffer
into a Schmitt trigger with approximately .5 volt hysteresis
2.7	 SUN SLIT OPTICS
The sun slit assembly consists of two semi-circular aperture halves spaced
approximately 0.004 inches apart forming an aperture with a fan shaped FOV
slightly greater than .5° in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation
by approximately 180° in a plane coincident with the axis of rotation of
the spacecraft. The light passing through the sun slit strikes a-grit-
blasted aluminized cone which concentrates the light on the active area of
a PIN silicon photodiode of the same type used in the scanner. The sun
slit preamplifier is a single-stage transimpedance type with a 5 megohm
feedback resistor, R9. Five megohm resistor R8 provides an offset bias to
set the no signal output of level AR2 at near zero volts. Capacitor C6
`
	
	 provides a low frequency rolloff at approximately 470 hertz. R8 and R9 are
selected to provide the proper sensitivity. C6 is selected accordingly to
maintain the 470 hertz bandwidth. Resistors R6 and R7 are tied to the five 	 w
volt bias supply which biases AR2 at the midpoint of its operating range, 	 l
C4 provides a rolloff consistent with the network formed by R9 and C6.
2.8	 ONE-HALF PEAK DETECTOR CIRCUIT
The output of AR2 feeds into a circuit composed of five transistors which





value of the peak signal amplitude. This one-half peak amplitude detector
circuit assures that the sun crossing angle remains constant as the amplitude
{{
	
of the sun pulse varies according to orbit parameters. Resistors R10 and
Rll form a voltage divider with an output equal to one-half the output of
AR2. Ql and Q2 are complimentary emitter followers whose output offset
voltages cancel. The maximum voltage appearing at the junction of R10 and
Rll charges capacitor C7 to one-half the peak amplitude of the sun pulse.
This one-half amplitude pulse is supplied to one side of differentia l pair
Q3 and the output of AR2 as applied to the other side. Whenever the output
of AR2 is greater than one—half the peak amplitude of the pulse, current
flows through resistor R16 into the base of Q4 which in turn causes current
to flow to R19 providing an output sun slit pulse. When the output of AR2
drops below one-half of the peak amplitude voltage stored in C7, Q4 is cut
off causing the sun slit voltage to drop to near zero. Resistors R15 and
R18 provide a discharge path for C7 and provide a minimum threshold of
approximately 2.25 volts so that noise pulses will not be sensed by Q3 and
Q4. The output of Q4 is buffered by U1D, which also acts as a Schmitt
trigger. Figure 7 is a simplified schematic of the sun slit preamplifier.
This circuit is also part of head electronics schematic 48572.
i
2.9	 POWER SUPPLY
The PAS power supply schematic, 48561, is located in Appendix A. Twenty-
eight volt spacecraft power enters the power supply compartment through an
EMI filter label'ed_FL1._ The 28 volt return is connected to a sim
i
lar
filter FL2. These are L section filters which attenuate electrical noise
with a frequency component above approximately 10 kilohertz. The output of
Ll is connected to the input filter capacitor C2. Diode ' CR1 is connected
in parallel across L1 to limit the voltage transients when the power is
	 ?,
switched off the 28, volt buss 	 The power supply converter is in two sections.
The first section is a Free-running square wave oscillator, powered from
the output of L1. Also connected to the output of Ll is another inductor







switching transitions. The output driver stage consists of transformer T2
z
and transistor Q4 and Q5. Q4 and Q5 are driven from the output of the
control oscillator transformer T1 through speed-up networks consisting of
R5 and C3, for the Q4 base, and for R6 and C4 for Q5's base. The control
oscillator consists of transistors Q2, Q3, transformer T1, and base-limiting
resistors R7 and R8. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the
voltage level applied to T1 primary center tap E14. This reference voltage
is generated by zene r diode VR1_. Cl is tied in parallel with VRl to attenuate
high frequency noise. The current through VR1 is regulated at 10 milliamps
by FET transistor Q1 which is connected as a constant current source.
Resistor Rl is selected during initial test to set the current through Ql
at 10 milliamps. Select resistor R3 and thermistor RT1 provide a temperature
9
compensation network to offset the drift in frequency with temperature of
k
	
	 the control occillator, with the terminals Ell and E12 jumpered together to
provide an oscillator frequency of 20 kilohertz. The jumper is then removed
and resistor R2 is selected to provide an operating frequency of 19 kilohertz.
The power supply frequency can be selected depending upon the mission
requirements by removing the jumper between Ell and E12. Resistor R4
provides an offset current to enhance the starting characteristics of the
oscillator at low temperatures. No additional regulation is included in
I'
the power supply. The secondary of transformer T2 has a winding for the 5
volt internal power buss and a winding for the 20 volt stepper motor power.
The 5 volt supply is configured as a full`-wave rectifier with CR6 and CR7.
C6 acts as a filter for the switching transients. Likewise, CR4 and CR5
rectify the voltage for the 20 volt supply and C5 filters out the switching
transients.- Filter FL3, 4, 5, and 6 couple the power supply voltages
through the compartment wall into the stitch-weld boards.
i
2.10	 SPACECRAFT INTERFACE CIRCUITS	 Yj
The signal input circuits from the scan head and the spacecraft are illustrated
	 :a




terminating resistor connected to the input of the CMOS buffer. The value
r
of the terminating resistor varies from 1.8 K ohm to 62 K ohm depending
upon the source impedance and the data rates. The signals associated with
the telemetry data, the input clock and the input command are redundant.
The outputs of the 10 kilohertz buffers and the buffers associated with the
j	 telemetry word, word gate and shift pulse are OR'ed with OR gates U8B, C, D 	 {
respectively, so that an open or short-to-ground of any input will not 	 r
affect the operation of the unit. Similarly, the redundant inputs for
G	 command data and command clock are OR'ed with gates U9C and D. These
inputs are enabled by the command envelope signal which is protected from
opens, shorts-to-ground, shorts-to-power as well as buffer failures. A .1
micro-farad coupling capacitor in each channel prevents any steady state
failure from blocking an input command.	
34
if
2.11	 POWER ON CLEAR CIRCUIT
The command envelope signal at the output of U8A is used to reinitialize
the PAS electronics after each command. It also resets the power on clear
latch composed of gates U7, B, and C. The power on clear latch is set on
i
power application because capacitor C6 does not charge to U7B's input
threshold until the 5 volt power has stabilized. The power on clear signal
initializes the electronics and inhibits the stepper motor drivers until an
input command is received. Diode CR9 discharges C6 when the power is
removed to prepare the power on clear circuit for the next power on cycle.
2.12	 TIMING CHAIN
The timing chain as well as most of the counters and flip-flops in the PAS
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stage counter whose output states are decoded by the networl; composed of
U29 A, B, and C and U30A. The four different combinations of the input
command bits, rate MSB and rate LSB, divide the 10 kilohertz clock by 2, 4,
	 aw
8 or 16. When the PAS is in the spherical mode, U31A is enabled, and the
	
6
output ofthe counter and rate selection network is applied to the AOS
(Acquisition of Signal) and LOS (Loss of Signal) timers. When the PAS is
in the planar mode, U31A is disabled and the motor driver decoder network
	 +,
is enabled. The clock frequency is further divided by four stage counter
U16 and by flip-flops U19 A and B. The pulse train out of U28D occurs at a
1 pulse per motor step rate. This pulse train is applied, to U17 which is
configured as a modulor four counter. It will count either up or down
depending upon the voltage level on the direction input, pin 10, or is inhibited
3
from counting if any of the inputs to U25D go to a low voltage level.
The outputs of U17 are . further decoded to a one-of-four output by gates
U22A and B, U26B-and U33A, B, and C.
2.13	 MOTOR DRIVE	 i
r'
The output of each of these states goes to one of four identical motor
driver circuits.	 These circuits are illustrated in zones 5 and 6 of drawing
48569.	 The input of each of these driver circuits in an inverting CMOS
buffer driving R-C delay networks. The delay networks are made unsymmetrical
by the connection of a series diode and low value resistor in parallel
with the timing resistor.	 The output of each time delay network is connected
to the input of a CMOS buffer.
	
Noninverting buffer U5A, B, C or D provides
the drive for a 2N222A and a 2N4239 transistor 'connnected `as a darlington
pair.	 This circuit acts as the return current path for the energized
winding as well	 as holding both leads of the unenergized winding shorted to
ground potential.	 The unsymmetrical time delay circuit at the input causes
a short delay in switching off, but a long delay in switching on, 	 The
transistor driver circuits connected to inverting buffers U1A, C, U11A, C '?
provide the source current for the energized motor winding by pulling the
energized motor phase to +20 volts. 	 Only one motor phase is pulled to +20




I	 I	 i	 I	 I .	 	 -4	 f"
$.	 RC delay network at the input of the pull up circuit also provides a long
delay at turn on and a short delay at turn off. These delay circuits cause
the motor driver outputs to go to a high impedance state for approximately
one-half millisecond before switching high or low. This delay allows the
stored charge in the output transistors to dissipate before switching. 	 Yr
2.14	 MODE SELECT CIRCUITRY
The PAS has two major modes of operation, spherical mode and planar mode.
Most of the circuitry operates the same in both cases. However, some circuitry
is configured according to the mode of operation. A quad 2-input multiplexer,
U20, is the device that selects the mode configuration. The major functional
differences between the spherical and planar mode are itemized in Table 2.
Figure 8 is a simplified schematic showing the signal paths through the mode
and selection multiplexer in the planar mode. The last stages of the timing
chain are decoded by U28D. The width of the pulse from U28D is equal to one
period of the 10 kilohertz clock. It's connected to the modulo four motor
phase counter U17 through channel 2 of the multiplexer. This signal called
SLOT F, is also connectedto O MIN and 0 MAX angle comparison gate U13A and B,
to strobe the encoder. If the encoder is at the 0 MIN angle, the output of
Ul3A is a pulse called 0 MIN with the same timing as SLOT F. In the planar
mode, this signal passes through channel l of the multiplexer. In Figure 8
it's labeled as CROSS and is shown connected to the reset of U4B, the target
f; counter. The signal on CROSS occurs once each revolution or sector of the
scan head and by reseting the target counter starts a new data acquisition
cycle for the PAS. CROSS also sets a flip-flop called FIRST which controls
the loading of data into the output buffer register and into a one-shot
circuit composed of U21B and U32C and an R-C,dela network. The output ofp,	 y	 p
this circuit called LOAD EDGE F is a short pulse that occurs at the leading
edge of CROSS. This pulse loads the data acquired during the cycle into the
output register. In the planar mode, the target data registers are updated
by loading the encoder position once for each motor step pulse. To generate
the signal called LOAD COUNTERS F, the timing chain output from U28B is
„:.	 AND'ed with the 10 kilohertz clock with gate U27D. The output of U27D passes







1. Data is loaded into the buffer 	 1.	 Data is loaded into buffer
at 0 MIN encoder angle.	 at sun crossing.
2. Data at AOS/LOS is encoder	 2.	 Data is time interval between
angle.	 AOSAOS and sun crossing.
3. Motor steps continuously at	 3.	 Motor steps once each sun
~	 rate determined by timing chain 	 crossing.
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`a^ f	 U21C and R-C delay network. (See Figure 9.) The LOAD COUNTERS F pulse from
U32D is a narrow pulse occuring after the falling edge of the 10 kilohertz
clock. The first 16 bits of the status word, which includes the encoder position,
are loaded at the beginning of each telemetry word transmission. The second
pulse of a burst oscillator, which is triggered by the digital word gate'
input, and is buffered by U24C and selected by channel 4 of the multiplexer,
is connected to the status registers by a line called LOAD STATUS F. The
digital word gate occurs at the beginning of a telemetry word transmission.
The pulse out of channel l of the multiplexer U20 starts a new data acquisition
cycle. In the planar mode, this signal comes from the 0 MIN angle_ comparator
circuit. However, in the spherical mode the channel l input of the multiplexer,
i connected to the sun slit edge decode circuit (U25A and U13A), is enabled causing
the data acquisition cycle to start on the falling edge of the sun crossing.
(See Figure 10.) The output of channel 1 of the multiplexer connects to the
input of channel 2 through gate U24D. The pulse out of channel 2 causes the
motor to step once for each sun crossing. If the telemetry rate is slower
than the sun crossing rate, the input of U24D connected to the flip-flop
FIRST inhibits the motor counter to step only on the FIRST sun crossing after
4 each telemetry data word. The output of U24D goes through a one-shot circuit
consisting of U21B and U32C to load the data and status in the output registers.
The same sun crossing signal from U25A is connected to the input of U27A
along with the 10 kilohertz clock to generate a LOAD ZERO pulse. The LOAD
r.	
1
ZERO pulse forces the parallel inputs to the counters to all-zeros. The same
pulse passes through channel 3 of the multi p lexer through a one-shot circuit,
consisting of U21C and U32D, to provide the clock pulse to load the all zero
state_ into the counter register. Figure 11 is a timing diagram of all of
these signals.
2.15	 LOADER CIRCUIT
The loader circuit provides the proper sequence to load the data word and
the output_ register. The PAS contains two identical 80-bit registers. One
of these is the data buffer register, which is loaded at the end of the data
acquisition cycle. The other register is an output shift register that
a	
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registers switch functions at the end of each data acquisition/data readout
cycle. Flip-flop U14B, labeled FLOP controls the functions of these two
registers. Figure 12 illustrates the sequence of operation. The three
states on the right correspond to FLOP being set to one, the three states on
the left correspond to FLOP reset to zero. At power on,or at the receipt of
an input command the PAS is put in the invalid state. This corresponds to
flip-flop U12B being set. This sets a bit in the status word indicating invalid
data. The first 0 MIN or sun crossing sets flip-flop U12A putting this
system in the FULL state. In this state, the data buffer is full and it is
ready to be loaded into the output register on receipt of a-digital word
gate. Any additional 0 MIN or sun crossings have no effect, and the data
associated with that crossing is not stored. When a digital word gate
occurs, a burst oscillator consisting of U26A, U13B and U13C generates four
clock pulses to counter U18. After four clock pulses, the fourth stage; goes
to a one level inhibiting the burst oscillator. The output sequence of U18
corresponds to transferring from the FULL to the COUNTING state on the state
diagram. The toggling of U14B causes the data buffer register to become the
	
i
output shift register and the output shift register becomes available to
load the data of the next data acquisition cycle. Data is recirculated in
the output shift register so that multiple digital word gates repeat the data




The data registers are part of schematic 48574. U45 through U54 and U57
through U66 makeup the data buffer and output shift registers. U21 through
U29 and U33 through U31 form the counter register. In the planar mode, this
register is loaded with encoder angles corresponding to_target -acquisition
and loss. In the spherical mode, this register acts- as six counters which
contain counts corresponding to sun crossing and target acquisition and loss
times. The target data is steared into the appropriate counter register n
segment by a network of gates, connected to U4B, the target counter. This






scanner input. It is reset by a 0 MIN or sun crossing, depending upon
the mode. The input command register consists of 'U1, U2, U3, and U4A. It
contains enable bits for the various modes and functions as well as a 0 MIN and
O MAX angle. The bit assignments for the data and command registers are listed
in Tables 3 and 4.
2.17	 0 MIN AND 0 MAX COMMAND BITS
The 0 MIN and 0 MAX command bits are each connected to one side of an
exclusive or comparator circuit. The other side of these angle comparator
circuits, consisting of gates U9 through U16B, are connected to the encoder
counter. When the motor steps the encoder around until the encoder angle
matches the 0 MIN commanded angle, the output of U13A sets the direction
flip-flop reversing the stepper motor. The direction flip-flop consists of
cross-coupled NOR gates U44A and U55A. When the motors steps the encoder
until the encoder angle is equal to the 0 MAX commanded angle, U13B resets
the direction flip-flot causing the scanner to sector between the 0 MIN and
0 MAX angles. The e MAX angle comparator is inhibited if the sector bitin
the command word isY'set low.
2.18	 FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION TECHNIQUES
Fault isolation should begin by checking the interface signals on the user
interface connector Jl	 Verify that word gate, command envelope, command
data, SMSS:8, and the 10 kilohertz clock signal have the proper levels and
timing to isolate the problem to the PAS system. The pin assignments for all
of the signals on the user interface connector are listed as Table 5. The
input power should measure 28 volts + 2% and the signal ground, chassis
ground, and 28 volt return should be within a fraction of a volt of the
spacecraft ground.
Proper operation of the DC power converter can be verified by measuing the
input current in various modes of operation and comparing these current






E37 to E29 9 Unused Bits
E 28 to E26 3 Spare Bits Stored But Not Used
E 25 1 Mode Selector Control
E 25 = 0	 Spherical Mode
E 25 - 1	 Planar Mode
E 24 to E 23 2 Rate Control E 24 E2 3 Clock Stepper
MSB is first in 0 0 1250 Hz 78 Hz







1 1 156 Hz	 9.75Hz
E 1 Scan Direction Control22 0 = CCW )	1 = CW
E 2 1 to E 13 9 Theta Maximum (Omax) Angle
MSB first, LSB last
E 12 1 Slew Enable0 = disabled,
	
1 = enabled
1 Selector Scar, Control
0 = Continuous Submode
1 = Sector Scan between
Gmax and Omin angles
E10 1 Sun Sensor Select Control0 = PAS Sun Sensor
1 = SMSS Sun Sensor














010 10 Encoder Angle
010 = 0 for CCWto
= 1 for CW
1 00 to 0 1 are encoder angle
with 09 = MSB, 0  = IISB
S 10 10 Status WordS 10	 - Invalid Data if = 1
to S0	 - New Data, Planar Mode only.
S
1
S8	 - Target overflow	 1
S7	 - Slew Enable = I
S6	 - Sootor Scan Mode = 1
S5	 - Sun Sensor Select: SMSS = l
S 4 	- MSB Rate Control 	 See Table	 1
S 3	
- LSB Rate Control	 for Definition
S 2	- Scan Direction Control	 CW = 1




All six AOS's and LOS's have the same format
This format is different in PLANAR and
LOS 1 (LOS 3) SPHERICAL mode.
SPIfERICAL MODE
AO S 1 0 to 10 10 bit binary number representing count
AOS (AOS 3) (time).	 AOS/LOS 10 = MSBl
AOS/LOS1	 = LSB
LOS 10 to 10
(LOS 2) PLANAR MODE:LOS Bits AOS/LOS1 through AOS/LOSS
	 are a





AOS 1 (AOS 2) AOS/LOS1	 =..LSB
AOS/LOS 1 0 represents direction of scan:L S10 to 1
LOS 1 (LOS 1) 1 = CW






IN No. SIGNAL NA 1,1E
{{'Ji/P1
i PIN	 No. SIGNAL N.^ME
Ji/Pi
! PIN  No. (	 SIG AL N t?<IE
1 TP 1 22 CHASSIS GND 43 SCAN THINIS I
2 TP 2 23 Cf fAS S I S GX D 44 S CA-\	 THBIS ' RTN'
3 WORD GATE 1 24 (	 SPARE 15 ^	 SCAN THINIS	 2
4 WORD GATE 2 25 f	 SHIFT PULSE 1 46 SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
5 SCAN THMS 2 RET 26 SHIFT PULSE 2 i	 47 SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
6 CHID ENIT l 27 SPARE (	 48 SPARE
7 CMD ENV 2 28 CHID CLK l i	 49 CHID DATA 1
8 SPARE 29 CMD CLIP 2 50 CMD DATA 2
9 SCANNER OUT 1( TP) 30 M	 SPARE
I
51 SPADEf
10 SPARE 31 SUN SLIT 1 52 SMSSS 1
11 SPARE 32 SUN SLIT 2 53 SMSSS 2
12 +5V MONITOR 33 SPARE 54 SPARE
13
f
+20V MONITOR 34 TP 4 55 S/N ST2ftP 1
14 TP 3 35 1 TP	 5	 ( 56 l	 S; `	 S7R.* P 	 2
15 , SIG GND !	 36 TP 61 5 7 !
,	 ,	 rSAN SaAP 3
16 SIG GNI) {	 37 TP 7 58 SJN STRAP 4
17 ELECT THIMS l 33 l0V SUN PULSE. 59 SPARE
Is ELECT THMS '1 RTN 39 ELECT THINIS 2 60 SPARE
19 SPARE 40 ELECT THMS 2 RTN 61 1URlIz	 1i
20 +28V DC 41 28V RTN, 62 l0KHz 2




J1: 311P407- 4P -B-15 ( mpliRite, 62_ pin) ; on PAS .Main Electronics




Tab le 5 USER INTERFACE CONNECTOR
rollP
and 5 volt power busses can be determined by comparing the 5 volt monitor and
20 volt monitor test points with levels measured during acceptance test.
Failures in the PAS system can be likewise isolated by measuring the signals
at the head electronics -interface. Table 6 is a listing of these signals.
The following power supply levels represent norma'V'operation at ambient
temperatures.
Signal Name	 -Return Name	 Voltage Level	 Currrent Level
Heater	 Heater return	 28 volt + 2%	 < 3 milliamps
10 volt DC	 10 volt DC return 12.6 volts + 15% 	 17 milliamps + 20%
5 volt DC	 5 volt return	 5 volt + 10%	 10 milliamps + 25%
s
The following signal returns should be within a fraction of a volt of the
spacecraft ground. Chassis ground, heater return, 10 volt return, 5 volt
return. Proper operation of the motor and encoder can be verified by commanding
the PAS to the planar mode and observing the Phase A, B C, and D motor The
h	 motor drivers should generate a 20 volt pulse sequentially on each of the
motor leads at the motor step rate timing. The encoder A, B, C, and D signals
should switch between 0 and 10 volt in the grey code sequence corresponding
to the stepper motor operation. The HOME signal, should switch to a zero
level when the encoder count passes between 0 and 8. The scanner signal
should switch from 0 volts to 10 volts when the scanner is illuminated, on
axis, with a light intensity greaterthan 1/10 of a full space moon. The sun
slit should switch from 0 volts to 10 volts when the sun slit is illuminated
within its'FOV with 'a light level greater than approximately 1/3 of a space
sun. All thermistors should measure approximately 10 K ohm at room temperature





J2: 311P40-3S - B>- 15 (Amplimite, 44 pin);	 on PAS Alain Electronics
P2: 31IP407-3P-B-15 (Amplimite, 44 pin);	 on Mead-Electronics Wire Harness
P1: 311P407-3S-B_-15 (Amplimite, 44 pin),	 on Head-Electronics Wire Harness









PIN NT o, SIGNAL NAME
J2/P2
P1/J1
PI`' No. SICN.AL NA,%IE
1 SCANNER ANALOG 16 CHASSIS GND 31 CHASSIS GND
2 HEATER 17 SUN' SLIT ANALOG 32 SCAN THEP.IISTOR 1
I	 3 HEATER 18 HEATER RETURN 33 SCAN THERIMISTOR RET!
f	 4 SCAN THERMISTOR 2RTN 19 HEATER RETURN; 34 SCAN THERMISTOR 2
5 +10V DC 20 10V RETURN i	 35
I
HOME
6 +10V DC 21 10V RETUR\ 36 HOME
7 SCAT\TER 22
f
i SUN SLIT 37 SPARE
8 SCANNTER 23 I SUN SLIT	 ^
I
38 ( ENCODER C
9 EvCODER A 24 ENCODER B
ttt^ 39	 1 ENCODER C
10 ENCODER A 25 ENCODER B 40	 ^ SPARE
11 SPARE 26 SPARE
j
41 4D MOTOR
12 $A MOTOR 27 ^B MOTOR 42 ^D MOTOR
13
f	
^A MOTOR 28 4B :,IOTOR	 t 43 GC'MOTOR
14 1 +51DC
^
^9 T5V RETUPI\ 44 rC MOTOR
15 +SVDC 30 SV RETURN	 i
I RN 1




3.0	 ANALYSIS OF THE DESIGN
This section contains an analysis of the sun slit and scanner signal paths.
v  
= Zf Zc Zi + Zf
I	 +	 Z i	 :rawo	 r:Y.;
=Zf+Zc1 +Zi
r,
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V°	 Rf + 	Rc	 +	 Rc
ID - 
1 + Jf/fF	 1 + if/fc	 1 + jf/fc	 Ri
.	 a
Since fF = f^ let fF	 fP
Then	
g
Vo _	 P f	 +	 Rc	 +	 " Rc - Rf	 1










Vo = RF + Rc +	 RcRf	 1
11D
1 + if/ fp Ri	 (1	 + jf/fp)`
RF =	 5.1(10 6 ) CF = 68(10-iz)
Ri = 10 . Ci	 = 3300(10-12)
Rc = 106
fF = 455 Hz =	 fc _	 482 Hz	 = fp
Ri = Rc and Rf	 Rc
Vo	 ^_
II-D	 1
Rf + RF	 1






ID	 1 + jf / fp 1 + jf/ fp J
Therefore: approximating
Vo 2RF _	 10^_	 2(5)(106)	
a
ID	 1+ if/fp 1+ jf/455	 1+ jf/455
A _ _ 140 db Closed 'loop Transimpedance-GainI + jf/455




Rf +	 Rc	 +	 Rc	 Rf	 1
1 + jf/Ff 1 + jf/
Fc
	1 + f/fc Ri 1 + if/ Ff




































I_2 I	 + I	 when I=	 V—
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Vo=- ^Ios+L	 )R	 4	 5+I
R4+R51
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MU6 ._ ^ti. J7
Voltage and Current Drift Calculations
LM108A
Vov	 5yv/o C (max)
Ioc = 
2. 5 pA/o C (max)
r
t
Using -25°C to +60°C Range
Vot = 85°C x 5 x 10 -1 x 5.92	 ±2.52MV
P	 and
R + R






Voltage and Current Drift for First Stage





x 85 °C x 310	 131 mV
2.5 x 10 12	 3
f Voc	
oC	 x 85'C x 620 x 10 = 0.13 mV
r
Total system drifts, worst case
Vot	
[(131) 2 + ( 0.13) 2 + ( 310 x 4.1) 2 ] ( 10 s)
±1.28v











'I 3. 53 SCANNER NOISE
I3 S,lxlp"14/	 f^^L I n, i 5pA
Unx' RS
I^











The noise current contribution of R 4 and R 4 is negligible.
	 Therefore, above
reduces to that shown below:
Rz	 R3 Rs






Ieq due to the noise voltage is:
Vo = 0.2 x 10- 1
 x A/ ,
iHz
_T R4 + Rs + B—' (R4 + Rs)
ti where A =
	
=R s	 5.92









'r4 KT = y^1 65 x 10-2 1






1 2 = 13 =
	







R S = 1 x 106
i
and I R = 
0.13 PA
Hz
_	 L	 2 - 2
























= 1.18 x 10 6	
= 7.8 x10-14










= E (0.078) 2 + (0.15) 2 + (0.057) 2
 + (0.057) 2 ] x (10 -12)1	 I
I T = 0.17 pA/ Hz




0.17 x TO- 12
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4.0	 '1'JiC11NICn1. SUMMARY
This section summarized the design considerations and design





The IUE=PAS is a medium accuracy solid state attitude determining
system consisting of two separate sensors, the sun slit and the
scanner. The electronics assembly has two basic modes with
two submodes each. These are the spherical and the planar modes
with the subniodes being the continuous and sector scan. The PAS
operation is controlled by a 37 bit serial digital command word.
The output data is then read out in an 80 lit serial digital 	
x
word and two single discrete digital pulses to represent the
sun crossing. The 80 bit serial word contains timing or angle
information about the Sun, Earth and Moon crossing the respective
fields of view.
The PAS hardware consists of a sun slit sensor, scanner sensor
and associated electronics. The sun slit sensor uses the
colliihated sun signal with a slit aperture to provide signal to
a photo diode (silicon) detector. The scanner consists of a
light shield, optics assembly, scanner drive mechanism and
encoder. The associated electronics consists of command decoders,
logic control, counters, driver control, registers and power






on the mode of
shifted out in
light comes into the system from either spin of
or because- of the scanner drive it is encoded
from sun crossing or angle of encoder depending
operation (spherical or planar). The data is
an 80 bit word upon command from the spacecraft.
4.2	 MECHANICAL
The electronics is located in both the sensor head and the
electronics assembly. 	 However, the only parts located in
` the head are the preamp's,heater control and part of the encoder
electronics.	 The el roctronics assembly contain the bulk of the
electronics- including the power converter.
The mechanical assembly is also in two parts the scanner head
and the electronics,	 The head assembly is the more complex
since there is a scanning mechanism used to provide signals.
	
j
The scanner head mechanism consists of a 45 degree stepper motor
that drives a 64 to 1 gear train.
	 The gear train is four passes
of 4 to 1 gear reduction. 	 The final gear is an antibacklash to
take out angular variations.
	 The optical assembly is then driven
at variable rate depending on the mode and command status from
78.Hz down to one each digital word gate.
	 (For the very slow,
DWG condition).	 ?
The mounting of the scanner head is provided at four position
pads.	 The four pads will define one plane to within 0.1
degrees and mates with ,a similar surface on the spacecraft.	 The
electronics assembly will-also be mounted by four pads if it
is the unit that ends up on the bottom in the spacecraft.	 The
l
electronics unit is also provided with	 four through holes in
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The sensor is a two mode operational aspect sensing system. The
two modes are spherical and planar. Each of the two modes have
	 `I
two submodes which are the continuous and sector scan. The
objective is to detect a crossing of the sensor :field of view
by either the Sun, Earth limb or Moon and encode data sufficient
to determine the spacecraft attitude. This is accomplished by
either measuring the crossing times relative to the Sun crossing
(spherical) or the angle relative to a set of body fixed
l^
coordinates (planar mode). The resolution of this sensor is
	
a
0.7 degrees in all modes.
t
The sensor operation is controlled by a: serial digital command
word. The output is also serial digital data which can be
read out at variable rates depending on the :frequency of word-
gate commands and read out clock.
The sensor consists of a'solid state silicon 0.5° by 180° sun
slit sensor and a 0.7° by 360° scanner angle sensor. The sun
sensor has a fixed field of view and is activated at each sun
crossing of the 180 by .5° fan shaped field of view. The
F
scanner is a 0.7° field of view sensor which can be positioned
by a stepper motor to 812 positions, of about .7 each.
4.4	 Spherical Mode
The spherical mode is for the spinning spacecraft condition.
'Hic maximum spin rate is 60 RPM about the x-axis def.i.azccl in
r	 Figure 14. as the unit is spun _about the sun slit crossing is
used to start a counter. Whets the Sun, -Earth and Moon crosses




registers. The registers are clocked counters. that start
(Acquisition of Signal) and LOS (Loss of Signal) holding
s'
a
counting on a sun crossing and stop on a AOS or , LOS. The	 Y_
stearing logic then will accept the next AOS or LOS into two
more counter/registers. The unit is designed to hold up to
three sets of AOS, LOS pairs. If for example, only one of the
two pairs of AOS/LOS signals are encountered in any one sun
to sun crossing time the third AOS LOS position will contain
the spin period. The data is then transferred to the storage
buffer A after one sun crossing to sun crossing and held there
until a digital word gate comes along. At this time (DWG) the
next sun crossing dumps data into storage buffer B while A was
read out at (DWG). This operation sequence is independent of 	 9
the submode _s tutus
f^	 I
The submodes are continuous and sector scanned. The continuous
	 j
submode is where depending on the commanded stepper direction,
the scanner is advanced one step on the first sun crossing
after a DWG. This then permits the complete map of the sky in
256 spin periods or DWG's whichever is the longer time. The
intent here is to permit operation with many DWG's per spin
period as well as many spin periods per DWG with'no circuit
	 a
modification. i
The second submode of spherical is the sector scan. The scanner
in this mode steps one step on the first sun crossing after DWG
as before except now only between 0 max. and 0 min. (0 max.
and 0 min. are commanded through the command words.) The
direction of scan controls the selected scan between 0 max. to
0 min or 0 min. to 0 max. (inside or outside angles).
The scanner will continue to scan between 0 max. and O min.
53
until switched to another mode or submode. The data is trans-
ferred the same as before (COntinuous submode).
There is one condition which is unique to the sector mode and
that is where 0 max. equals 0 mina When this condition is
commanded,-the scanner will step as before until e min. at
which time the scanner is stopped. The data will still. come
down as before but the position of the scanner will remain fixed..
4.5	 PLANAR MODE
The planar modeis for use with a stablized spacecraft _condition.
In this mode the sun sensor is not used. The only data will then
be the position of the scanner relative to body fixed position.
In this mode up to three AOS/LOS pairs can be recorded per
rotation of the scanner. The data is transferred to buffer A
or B on the first position 0-min. a crossing along after a DWG.
In this mode the scanner head can be stepped at different rates




then be the angular position (0.7 0
 steps) of the AOS/LOS's from
0 min. to 0 min. There a-r-- two, subznodes in the planar mode as
there werein the spherical mode 	 These are continuous and
sector scan. The continuous mode is where the scanner steps
at the commanded rate and transfers data on first 0 min. crossing
after 'DWG.
The sector submode is where the scanner steps at the commanded
rate between 0 max. and 0 min., The data is transferred on the
first 0 min. position after DWG. If 0 max. is set equal to






,rs	 4.6	 IUE PAS CONTROL LOGIC
The data flow control is best described with the use of a state
diagram shown in Figure 12 	 The three states are counting,	 yy
invalid and full. Since we have two output registers, this is
a mirror image state for the other register. however the readout
register is unique to only one set of three states.
When the power is applied or a command in is received, the unit
is in the in- slid _state. This means_ that data is to be question-
able until a completed spin period. In the invalid state DWG's
will not cause the state to change. The only way to get out is
with a valid sun crossing. At which time the state changes to
full. It should be ncted that at all times the counters are
counting.
In the full state the output buffers are ready to be readout
and only a DWG will cause a state change. For example,'a sun
crossing will not change the state 	 Once a DWG comes along, the
data in the output buffer is readout and the state changes to
counting.
While in the counting state, only a sun crossing or a command
in will change the state. A command, in initializes the sequence
to the invalid state ar^d starts over. A sun crossing loads	 - >
buffers and transfers state to full and waits for the next DWG.
The mirror image is only to indicate that we are using both
buffer register and output register for the same function.
They just flip-flop on each set of complete (new) data. This
allows us to not miss any valid set of data.
i
The above description is for the spherical mode but is identical
for the planar if we replace sun crossing with 0 min. crossing






The calibration data in this section comes from the test data
taken during the acceptance test of each unit. The test procedures
are defined in the documents referenced on each data sheet. The
data sheet are in the appendices listed below:
	
APPENDIX CALIBRATION DATA	 REFERENCE DOCUMENT	 j
C	 Power Supply Frequency	 BBRC 49960	 i
D	 Sun Stability	 BBRC 51975	 i
E	 Mechanical Dimensions	 BBRC 49961
F	 Optical and Electrical
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20 Volts, 50 ohms	 5	 5	 5	 5	 ns
Maximum Steady
Reverse Vc-Aage 	 25	 25	 25	 25	 Volts
Active Diameter	 20	 20	 40	 40	 thousandths	 3





GLASS_	 /	 i^	 P	 i	 R	 C
WINDOW	 r	 p	 P
0.197
-0
1.50 MIN	 is	 Signal current 	 0.5 µA/µW —1- Shot noise current
<_3 x 10-1 5 amp/Hzi /2 PIN-020A
a_—ANODEr





	 RP -	 1011 ohm




.^ r/1UN/TED DETECTOR TECHNOL OG Y INC.
FORM N0. 1000

i1 Mall 01VUIVIb n"ValUn wI Nuraawfi	 •• • • •J tiv	 DOC No	 49960
IIj^,.l u tHY`,t	 0AIIONr d	 {+at i ,'OIwt	 DATE
li„tnnrR c.ln+^canl cHti'+oz	 CODE
	 (DENT
	
NO	 1 39 95	 SHEET	 16	 REv
l
1	 ) Date Sheet 1
3.2 SERIAL NUMBER
^;^,
• S / N O D o'^.	 ^ C'7 ^3 7-	 rn1 v0 109 ,7,9/ G
-
,y
• Signature of Test Operato r 	 Wy^ «4c^
• Start of Test
• End of Test	 Aa4'z7G
3.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
• Temperature Chamber, 	 Delta Designs Model 	 6S4SI, or equivalent,
,tom S/N 	 0_l0 7
• Temperature Indicator, Minco Model 	 100A or equivalent,
__.^J7	 S/ N	 38 3_	 calibration due>
• Oscil loscope and Camera, Tektron ix 	547 or equivale nt,
'x(33 S/Ne 0-9 00 ,2 	 calibration
_ due_
^7^
• Frequency Counter, HPS24SL or equivalent J-{,D 5 Q4G L
S/N	 74o Z-.
	
calibration due,-,'.4.,v .21-7 .;
I
E • DVM Plug	 In,	 I-fPS26SA or	 cc{u,ivalent
1
S/N C_^ Z^	
_ ^^ calibration ducJ'A,.)
	
-
0 Current Meter, Weston 	 911 or equivalent	 u	 ,
S/N ^___----
	
cal ibrat.ion ciuc ^q
-t^ Z.f_7
1
• Power Supply, HP61.14A or
S/N_	 calibration duc









• VOM	 Simpson 260 or e u.ivalent





,..	 ,	 .^..; -, _:.,-.	 .	 -- 	Ham. --	






3.5.2 Power Supply Current. Check
4.1 Visual	 Inspection. Check	 –
4.4.1 EQ1	 (2N4858)	 Gate Voltage
S/N	 122	 _ .3Qo	 V.
4.4.2 R1 = EQ1 x 100 ohms —30 
volt
4.5.2 R1 Selection
Record R1 Setting; . N
Record Nearest	 5% Valuc . ` ^ij1	 S2
4.5._3 R3 Selection
Record R3 Setting._ S2




4. 5. 9 R2 Selection
Record R2 setting N q	 _. —'^
Record nearest	 1% standard value Q
4.6.4 No.-Load Input Current
Measu red Rec^u i rem c nt
-- -_mA . 2S	 + ` 15	 mA .
4. 6. 6 Full-Load -Input	 Current
Measured Re gui r emcn4,
_mA . ` 100 	 +	 20	 n1 A .
4, 7. l Ze,ner Voltaire
Mea sured Requi re me^nt
AD.O^S
	
V. 20	 + 	 2	 V.
W 48F
Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO 4 9 9 O u
ai
mSUBSIDIARY Q BAI L CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER GOLOHADU803W	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET I 1	 REV
Data Sheet 2
11
tiall droiners tiesearcn uvi voratiul l DOC NO	 µ '' V u v 1
'
fd,k°,I( g A10 (1 1 	CIAJ l	 I .t'PP( )AA1ION pl^T E
H,IU1t,(ttr,,titipn00110 a02	 CODE	 IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET  REV f
Data	 Shee p	2	 (Continued)
4.7.2 +5 Volt Measurement
Measurement Re ui rement
V 5. 6±	 1.0
	 V.
d
4.7.3 +20 Volt Measurement
Measurement Requirement
^c2- G 9	 V. 20	 2. o. v.
F




V.	 Pk	 -	 Pc X0.05 V.	 Pk -	 Pk
4.8.7 +20V Ripple Measurement
fMeasurement Requirement
CJ •aZ^''	 V.	 Pk - Pk X0.25 V.	 Pk Pk
Ii
4.9..1	 - Fast Turn-On Check
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I
19KHZ Switching; Wave Shape
L
20I41Z Switching; Wave Shape












. 1	 I	 S	 t	 I	 Na. 1	 I




DATEb0 1 1lDER COIGRADU9030?
	 CODE IDENT NO 13993




U Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO '199bu
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER COLORADO 80302	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET : 1 	 REV
	
Data Sheet 5 ORIGINAL' PAGE IS
	
1 x4^
4.11.3,4,5,6	 Nominal Temperature	 OF POOR QUALITY
Power Supply Freq.	 Switch Llispla),ed
Setting Setting Frequency Requirement
28v	 +	 .01 volt 19	 KI-1z lg4Q,KIIz l9 KHz + S70 Hz
27.44v	 +	 .01 volt 19 KHz /A,-W4)_K1I7, 19 K11z + S70 11z
28.56v
	 +	 .01 volt 19	 K11z _hliz 19 KHz + 570 Hz
28v	 +	 .01 volt 20 KHz 20 KHz + 600 1-Iz
27 . 44v	 +	 .01 volt 20	 Kllz ^. 7 K11z 20 KHz + 600 Hz •^:s
28. 56v	 +	 .01 volt 20 KHz /qZZ,2_KI1z 20 Utz + 600 liz
d44
81^a41174
4.11.7,8 , -20 °C Temperature
Power Supply Freq.	 Switch Displayed
Sett"	 , Se tting; 1'renuen c 	- Requir emen t
28v	 +	 .01 volt 19	 K11z /^	 , M^ K11z 1 9 Kliz + 570 11z
27. r14`r	 +	 01 volt 19	 K11z 46?-_.Ki1z _19 KHz + 570 Hz-
?. 8 , 5 ^^ v	 .01 v-)I L 19	 K11z ^^^9_(^Z Kfiz 19 Ki1z + 570 117.-
79V
	
01 volt 20	 K11z L-Q-	 o K11z 20 I(Ilz + 600 11z °^^ G
77,44w	 +	 01 volt 20	 Kt1z 41,	 KHz 20 Kflz + 600 I1z .
2$	 5,6^	 +	 .01 volt 20	 K11z /	 p	 lCilz 20 Kliz + ,600 Hz
4.1 1.9,10 +50°(: Temperature










	 .01 Vo it 19	 Kjl"• 11 ...7_?^.1 1i'. i J K1!z a ' 570 llz
77.44V	 1-	 .01 voIt 19	 K11z (*. ,.74gF:11- 19 KH--- ! 5 7 0 I3 ,.
2.8.56v	 (,)1 ^ro It 1.9	 Kliz, /8,	 P.11
_773. 19 K11:: Sir) 11..
^l
-22v	 +	 .01 volt 20	 KIIz r	 j?Z.
	
hil:. 10 K114 4- r7U0 11--
27,40	 +	 .01 volt 20	 K11z J	 f(o	 KI1: 'O ftllr, +' ,hr)n 1 { 














|	 |	 |	 `	 !	 '	 ^^_, y	 ^	 ^	 ^	 '	 ^




.'.O0[ |DENT NO 13933
	 SHEET _Dl_-_. REV
Dote 6|ico1 l	 ^
SERIAL NU01BOR	 ORIGINAL^ 	 PAGE,
--- ^»U^^IMy











3. 3 -'NT REIQUIREDEQUI ME
Temperature	 Chamber,	 Delta	 Desi) , ils	 Model	 054r')[
0 Current	 Mc-ter,	 Weston	 911	 or
..», tan urouvers t v z,2?arrn unvror afton
t	 J:1"1( 14 1 1	 )1 w I I I_(,nt I'll tAT*()tI
r,()I',+JAUr) )10 a) â
DAY 
(ODE IDE14T NO 1.3093
	
SlArr i __l	 RCJ
F Da tao SlicQt 2
3..S.	 ,? bower	 Suhla l.y	 Cur rent . CIIec
4.	 1 Vis11aL	 1119p , clJon. t'hc^	 k t
4.4.1 lif^L	 (2N4858)	 Gat:c	 Vol! a,c y
4. 4. i R1	 =	 EQ1 x	 100	 o'hn?s .3 _
4. S. Z Rl.	 Selccti.o»
Record	 RI	 Sett :i.n f'..
_71
Jti cord	 Ucare.st	 S%	 Val+jc.
4 . 5. 3- 123	 Se I ec.tioT?
Rccord R3 Setting. 74- 1. .
Record ,nearest	 H6 Staoidurd	 Vn i uz ^
R(,cord Frequency





_	 t^ It ^	 ;)C' 1 ect, l.t,^t1
l
Pc(.ord	 R1	 setting l J^-1Z
l:PC01'(1	 1I("AFQ!;t	 .1 u	 t; 111	 1r	 V I llI
X 1 0	 load	 l 11pu t	 (;llrrelit
Iu, a ski red {?,	 n t I l	 r-rr('l:'
n.[-^a i, ^_	 ^ Ill r^ .
^ ^ y	 .^	 1	 •,	 z
Ii11•I	 Load,loput	 r'uI, rt'nL i
J G	 r/'	 y
^6 r3 	 I I t 1 l	
^
r , t l	 t	
(, ^
' I
I e ,su ► Rod 1I ­ l„	 ,.t
ORIGINAB PAGE IS t
OF POOR QUALITY
^'	 i^	 f^ 1•	 ^ I b1'E	 t (' d!' a t.' CODE IQE WT 140 13993	 SHEE I _	 REV	 ^
4.7.a
1)6Jt.i1 S11n(I L	 2' 	 l J on1,imi `CI I
+S Volt Measurement
Measurement	 reniciiI
+7.0 Vo l r. Mcasurem nt
Measurement	 l^e^luircwctit





4 . 8. S	 +SV Kipp c Mcasuremelit
.\1casuremcn't	 I.r {uir(2mo , i	 I
1
:_A O :;Z c5	 V. Pk	 Pk	 ^' 0,05 t' . 111'.	 (' k
'	 9
1
4.8. %	 +20V Ripple Mcasuremcnt 	 <^:
	
{
?.Icasurcuicnt	 c l ('nic> I	 {
^. I k
	
1'k	 ^Jl ..'. 5 V . Ilk ; 1;v	
1
1i). r	 1soI at. i wi Resistance
\1cla s 	 1:, cTill. 11 t	 1Z^,;{11. 





:^ >	 OF popg, QUALM
i	 ^ X°
P -11 P. rc'	 r n P.-,-
,
OCIL IE)f - N T !W 1 3a 9 5
, I . 8 . 2
to
I t c 11 1
4 . 0 . -)
ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALiTV











,I . 8 . ,
IYI C 14c,
()r flAt 1	 1141, ^FIA TION	
r) A T F
'()t QHACW; 80302[V I t if (I[ P f,	
C(DF. IDE14T NO 13993	 SHEFT	 IRFV
Data ^110( t 5
4. 1.1 . 3 , /I , 5 , 0	 Nominal ToluperatuIrc
Powel Supply	 1^rcrj. Switch	 1) i 's p I ayi: , 6
t t 1 1.1,(!	 'S ot tj. 11 1^ 	 F), 0, q 1.1 11 c v	 q 11	 1)
2 8 v	 01. im I t	 t 9 KI I:,	 K I I,-	 I	 I I
2 7 4 4 v +	 01 %. o I t	 9 KH z	 F, 7 0 11
28. 5(w	 .01 vo 1. t	 19 KH z	 7 1, 1, 1 z 	 L 9 H I z	 ';70 11z.	
7Y//13
	
11 7	 117	 1	 0	 112 8 v +	 01 v o 1 t	 2 0 KI 17,
	
.,11-7	 0 0 P2 7 . 4 4 v	 01 vo I t	 20 Kilz	 I 1	 0 1
r) ()	 I I28, 56v	 01 Vol t	 20 KJ1z	 I
4 .11 . 7 8	 -20'C' Temperature
Y:j
Power	 q upply 1'recl. Switch 1)isp1"Iyf'd
S ("I	 t 'I ]I: , Sett ing. 1' 0 (U.1	 1)	 \ 1 (Luj I(­ ( . " t
01 ., n I t 19 Kj1-:1. I Hz
2 0 .1 vo 1 1: 1, 9 K I I I	 i
2s, .01 \t ( I	 j 9 K 11 11
P f^l vo 1. t 2 () K I 17 1 h 0
J'I v .01 vo I t 20 KI I I	 ooi^
01 vo I t 20 K I I R	 b f):) I	 I
11.	 11. 1 ),	 1.0 +50% Tempe ra till, 0
0 ( 1 v" i. t c 1 .1 1)1 F. 1) 1, 1 y	 d
.' Ict	 t t 1,	 i
V, ' 	 L
0.1 1	 1. i I'l	 1.11.
v 01 vo I t I 11;. 1	 '1	 i
01 V0 I t 20 K I I I	 (,Oil 13
^. 'il ^
'14 v .01 Vol t 2 0 K! I







lt j '^I(:'A lty tit tiA t ( 01`1110RAWN	 DATE
Bi it n [,f k GOt ORADO 80302	 CODE ID 	 NO 13993	 SHEET . 16	 REV -
n:
3 2	 SERIAL NUMBER	
ggH ^4
•	 S/N	 U C3 J'}
•	 Signature of Test Operator kol Z.mr'
•	 Start of Test
0	 End of Test ^`,^,L^7
3.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
• Temperature Chamber, Delta Designs Model	 6545L or equivalent,
111 /%^ S/N
• Temperature Indicator, Minco Model 100A or equivalent,
--^	 , S /N	 1,	 lJ	 > calibration due
• Oscilloscope and Camera, 5Tektronix	 47 or equivalent,
f




• Frequency Counter, HP5245L or equivalent_/f^•
S/N a^JZC.^7^:^`..^ ,calibration due
• DVM Plug In, HPS265A or equivalent
S/N /iZ 	 ( r-j'C calibration due
•' Current Meter, Weston 911 or equivalent
S/N
	 t6^ — ,3 a!'7 calibration due	
_I L//
- -	 --• Power Supply, HP6114A ` or equivalent	 ,^
` S/N ` C- ^''`^;7 calibration due	 '/	 '
• , Oe f
 a gile	 Resistor Box, GR-1432- ,i1 or equivalent_
	 ,
S/N Ba^v SG ^ (' ca"l calibration due
• Decade Resistor Box, GR-1432-M or equivalent-	 ,
S/N
	 313 calibration due	 Zl	 ( ^b^T
• VOM, Simpson 260 or equivalent'
'I S jN
	 3 ci calibration due
98-488
,^ Ball Brothers Research Corporation Do c 	NO	 `-' y f' J
I/ SUbSIDIAHY OF BAt I COHPORATION DAT EBOULDEH COLORADO 80302	 CODE	 (DENT NO 13993 SHEET	 REV
Data Sht^et	 2
3.5.2 Power Supply Current. Check
4.1 Visual Inspection. Check	 ./
4.4.1 EQ1	 (214858)	 Gate Voltage
S/N
	 / L L ¢ V .





Record - Rl Setting. j ^3 _SL
Record Nearest 5% Value.
4.5.3 R3 Selection
Record R3 Setting. X52




4.	 a.	 c,- R2 Selection
i
Record R2 setting
-Record nearest	 1'% standard, value gol)	 z2





^.3 , (^	 mA . 25	 +	 15	 niA ,
4 . o . b Full- Load  Input Current
Measured Requirement
^556, Zj mA. 160
	 +	 20 mA.
4. x A Zener Voltage







Ball Brothers Research Corporation DOC No	 4 0 9 o 0I' ',( ih'•.It!IA HY 01,	 f+nt + c;014P ORAI ION T E	 -^d(.qj (AR C01 OHADO 80302 	 CODE	 IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET REV-
Datata Sheet 2	 (Continued)
4.7.2 +5 Volt Measurement
Measurement Requirement
5.1	 v. s.6	 +	 1.0	 V.
4.7.3 +20 Volt Measurement
Measurement Requirement,
-4)-o % V. 20	 +	 2.0 V.
4,8.5 +5V Ripple Measurement
Measurement Requirement
S^	 V. Pk - Pk X0.05 V.	 Pk -	 Pk
4.8.7 +20V Ripple Measurement
Measurement Requirement
> 0.^	 V . Pk - Pk 0. 2 5 V.	 Pk -	 Pk



















19KHZ Switching; Nave Shape
—
^	 jI'It1fiBall Brothers Resesrch Corporation
	 Doc NO
1)fV It)IAI4V I/I IJAI I f,,(INV(/NA I ION	 DATE
,
$OIADkN (,01ORA(X)80302
	 CODE IDENT NO 13995
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DOC NO	 - —
OAT E
tr,;J. fit N , ji e,	 % "jo^, 	 CC)E (DENT NO 15993	 SHEET	 Rc'.'
Data Sheet4
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7^7
i	 Ball Brott m RAnmrch Copwrtdon DOC NO 49960 
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CQRPORATION DAT E
. BOULDER. COL0RADOed3oz CODE (DENT NO 13993 SHEET 21 REV
Data Sheet g
4.11 T 3,4,S,.^6 Nominal Temperature
Power Supply Freq, Switch Displayed
Setting Setting Frequency Requirement
28v ±	 .01 volt 19 KHz KHz *•	 570 Hz
27.44v	 +	 .01 volt 19	 ,^,- f EKHz 19 KHz +	 S70 Hz
28.,56v	 +	 .01 volt 19 Y 	;` 19 KHz +	 S70 Hz
Nz
28v ±	 .01 volt 20 KEIz KHz.^11	 KH^ 20 +	 600 Hz
21.44v +	 .01 volt 20 KHz KHz 20KHz ± 600 Hz	 ;
1	 28.56v	 ±	 .01 volt 20 KMz 29k, KHz +	 600 Hz	 /,^
4:'11.7; -120 °C Temperature
Power Supply Freq. Switch Displayed
l
Setting Setting Frequency Nquirement
28v + ,01 volt 19 KHz Hz 19 KHz + 570 Hz
s	 =
27.44v	 + .01 volt 19 KHz LKHz 19 KHz + S70 Hz
j 28.56v	 +
_
. 01 volt 19 KHZ' KHz 19 KHz + 570 liz ,P iyG
-
28v + .01 volt 20 KHz ^+`	 KHz- 20 KHz + 600 Hz R^ ^ 
27.44v
	 + .01 volt 20 KHz ` !^Q KHz 20 KHz + 600 Hz n'as,,
28.56^.r 	+ .01 volt 20 KHz ^.^^^G^. KHz 20 KHz + 600 Hz
4.11.9,10 +50°C Temperature
Power Supply Freq. Switch Displayed
Setting Setting Frequency Requirement
28V + .01 volt 19 KHz l ^ .7^ KHz 19 KE z + S7 . 0 Hz
27.44v + .01 volt .19, KHz /p	 > KHz 19 KEiz + 570 liz
28.56v + .01 volt 19 kHz j 
,XLKHz 19 KHz + S70 Hz
r 28v + .01 volt 20 KHz 2,x,1	 KHz 20, KHz + 600 Hz
27.44V + .01 vol t Z:0 j .2, 	 KHz 20 KHz + 600 Hz




fBall Brothers Research Corporation	 Doc NO	 4 9 9 b C
'Ii'X,.AR Y ''I GAI { CORPORATION	 DATE
bi)u,C)FR r,c,hORADOdo3o2	 CODE	 IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 _ REV
Date Sheet 1
3.2 SERIAL NUMBER
• S IN	 CS (^
• Signature of Test Operator ^Qat j^1/—^=^cY
• Start of Test es/r^C^
/^r
• End of Test
3.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
• Temperature Chamber, Delta Designs Model 654SL or equivalent,
• Temperature Indicator, Minco Model 100A or equivalent,
" /►^^/^	 SIN	 calibration due
• oscilloscope and Camera, Tektronix 547 or equivalent,
S IN
	 3 - j.2 8 .1-G	 calibration
duei^g^7(^	 .
s Frequency Counter, HPS24SL or equivalent
S I N HL3A^	 J' 742:-'-5^, calibration due
• DVNI Plug In, HPS26SA or equivalent
S/y
,&1 	calibration due	 Z 5:/	.
• Current Meter, Weston
	
911 or equivalent	 LZI
	
,
S IN 	 calibration due
• Power Supply, HP6114A or equivalent
	 ,el
c /N	 _	 •7 q	 calibration due,.^
• 'per. :ale .
 Resistor Box,
	 GR-1432-fit or 	 equivalent
S/N	 _	 calibration due	 ItIS
s 1)ccadc	 Resistor	 Box, _GR-1432-M or 	 equivalent
S/N3	 calibration due_/
'fi' • VOM, Simpson 260 or equivalent	 146--i-,
S IN	 01- 	 calibration clue
rl Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 Doc NO :J ^ 9 h l'5(JfJ'AjsAH y rJi BAI I GOWORATION	 DATEAil 	 BOLA UER COL URADO80302	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET —I 7	 REV
Data Sheet 2
3.5.2 Power Supply Current. Check




S IN	 1 ^-1^ v	 V.
4.4.2 R1 = EQ1 x 100 ohms„
volt
I 4.5.2 Rl Selection
Record Rl Setting.
-1-_—'t
Record Nearest SW Value.
4.S.3 R3 Selection
Record R3 Setting. 9s J
Record Nearest 1% Standard Value_
4.5.7 Record Frequency
Measured Reference
^) O sinkH z Only 
4.S	 9 R2 Selection
F^
i
Record R2 setting c
Record nearest 1% standard value 1_Z
!i 4-6,4 No-Load Input Current
i`Ieasured Requirement
4 . ir. b Full-.Load Input Current
{ Measured Requireme nt
SF. _	 mA . 160	 +	 11 0	 niA .
4	 ?	 l Zener Voltage
Mea sured Rey}ui rei^^ent








, ,k Bail Brothers Research Corporation roc No 499bC
; NSF'	 ARv ',t 6A: i (.0HPORATION DAT E
Es r •	 mii C;_stOHADO80302	 CODE	 (DENT	 NO 13993	 SHEET REV
. Data Sheet 2	 (Contiiwed)
4.7.2 +5 Volt Measurement
Measurement Requirement
$.	 (^	 V. 5.6	 +	 1.0	 V.
4.7.3 +20 Volt Measurement
Measurement Requirement
a^.>y	 V - 20	 +	 2.0	 V.
4,8.5 +5V Ripple Measurement
Measurement Requirement
V.	 Pk	 - Pk ,pO.05 V.	 Pk - Pk
4.8`.7 +20V Ripple Measurement
Measurement Requirement
X0.25V. Pk - Pk V.	 Pk -	 Pk
4.9.1 Fast Turn-On Check;
CT ^^_ Check













1 0;1 S /Ctrl
Ball Brothers Research COrpOra Wn	 DOC NO
n;,	 {• ,liAfITA	 D4; E






19KHz Switchin;; Nave Shape
20KIlz Switching Wave Shape
4.6.5
ORIGINAL PAGE 1$









full Brothers Research Corporation


































28v ± .01 volt
27.44v ± .01 volt
28.56v ± .01 volt
28v + .01 volt
27.44v + .01 volt









1-9,444—t 570 H z






20 KHz + 600 Hz
20 ,KHz + 600 Hz
2p KHz + 600 Hz
x'
4.11. 7-,8.;, -20 °C Temperature
r
z
Power Supply Freq. Switch Displayed
Setting Setting Frequency Mquirement
3
28v +	 .01 volt 19 KHz  KHz 19 KHz + 570 Hz
27.44v +	 01 volt 19 KHz l;KHz 19 KHz + 570 Hz
28.56v	 ±	 .01 volt 19 KHz  KHz 19 KHz + 570 Hz
28v
	 +	 .01 volt 20 KHz /	 L3 KHz 20 Kliz + 600 Hz
27 .44v	 +
	 .01 volt 20 KHz `^ KHz 20 KHz + 600 Hz
28.50v	 +	 .01 volt 20 KHz KHz 20 KHz + 600 Hz- k
nay,
	 •\^iC
4 . 11.9,10 +50% Temperature l
Power Supply Freq. Switch Displayed
Se tting,^_ Setting Frequency Re quireanent
ca v	 +	 . U 1'8 volt 19 KHz ^ s^, KHz 19 K11z + 570 liz
27.44v	 +	 .01 volt 19 KHz f L&!C KHz 19 Kliz + 570 Hz A^
• 19 KH z ^_KH z 19 KHz + S 7'0 Hz.^GLB.
28v +	 01 volt0 20 KHz
`,
.^D^	 KHz - 20 kHz + 6 00 Hz




28 . 56v +	 . 01 volt
1	




zz Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO
SuffoUlARY OF BALL COHPORATIONi	 DATEyw 801 )WE Fi W ORADO 80302	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 R E V
Oat 	 ',I,(	 i
.^.srond
F'1,111 1,;'i i GAIL I	 'iuil	 Sil-,-1hil i l  Y' PAS
GI 'A 1'. RA j! ,
Numbor 0 0




a	 [IiiiversaJ Timc^ y—,'.0unt ,­ r, QNIC ( , ,'),-, A or
C,
POW01' S LIJ.)I) 1. y	 i i 1 1 0 2 1 'A u r c , qu 1 v a 1(2 ri
S N	 ? ;7	 Cal
Docade Resistor Box, (AU "H2 -M 01 (:qll I vil I
S,/ N </- 0-9-' a 1 Da t	 7
0	 Iulso Gionerator, 31 IMIodc.1 PG-32 or equi va
S
4P	 ')scilloscopo ,ii-IL ', amora,	 i	 or
^. i\ A
U	 D C I a V
\10as 111 , u U I	 f,
4 +	 1..-12w ',cc
I	 L	 U F. " 1"i".  
1	












i Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DC  NO
At- ,-,v Fit.- 	 r 3 ,r'	 DATE






Falling F,dge Threshold /Amplitude
Measured	 Requirement
1	
.1/2 peak + 0.5 V
Falling Edge Th,.ie belay
Measured





Ball Brothers Research Corporatio ► i
Sh
i .	 .	 I
L.	 I , 111 74	 J1
do- A
Tlii-e .bold SI.-al,.ilitv
Ful I m	 Ed - Thjushold 1,t,A!,j11tvI
a ,.-, u I C u,	 RC,-.LL .i r c n t.,. j) t
C, I	 nanll
V
Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO =' 1O 7 S
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302
	
CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET —"
	 REV
' Data	 :ill ?et	 l
h
i'aragraph numbers correspond with IM ragraplT rumilicrs of Test Proccdurr,
functional, Sun Stability-PAS,	 51975.
3.2 GENERAL
• Serial Number
• Test Operator Signa.turc	 yj^)Q^,`f	 V ^.
Date	 Test0 of	 /,V ?4,--
3.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED	 i
e Universal Timer-Countcr, CMC 607A or oquivalcnt.^r^
S/ N	 C' -
	 8	 ]	 Cal Da to
a Power Supply, 111'6218A or equivalent	 2 a y r'^^
IS /N T3 j z / ¢	 Cal Date	 2 g	 7
• Decade Resistor Box, GR1432-M or equivalent 	 h / f.
S/N,	 31 32 	 __^ Cal Date	 L^ Z	 /	 7 ,
s Pulse Generator, 31 Model PG-32 or equivalent,
S/N	 S /,,pL' ,^"`7 ^5-6	 Cal Date	 Al 1L^5- 7	 1






--U	 Sec. -	 436	 +	 1320	 Sec.
4.1.3 Stability 'Measurement
Measured	 Requirement












, Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO 519
`i11E1%101AR,( 1 11 BAI 1 C(OW011AIION	 DAT E







Falling Edge Threshold Amplitude
Measured
4. D	 V.
Falling Edge Tirle Delay
MCasured
^^> •i 4410
jam- _ j Is
Requirement












Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 Doc No 5 19 7 5
SURSIOIA11Y pf RAI 100104 MA IRA
	 DATE
ROUtOfR COI ORAOO8002
	 CODE IDENT NO 13993
	 SHEET J L- REV
Data Sheet 3
Threshold Stability
Falling Edge Threshold Stability
Pleasured	 Requirement
V.
	 Threshold of Paragraph






van csroiners Research uorporation
	 Doc No 51 7S
SUBSIDIARY OF ©AI L CORPORATION DATE
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302
	
	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET - 9	 REV
Data !;Ii- of 1
Prll-agral,h numbers correspond wi t 1 mutt,— Il)h numher.s of Test: Procedure,
Funct i0IMI , Sun StaI) i Li ty-PAS, 5 1975 .
3.2
	 GENERAL
•	 Serial Number -- p c 4-
•	 fcst Operator Signature, ` ,^ A,	 ORIGINALP GE'S
0	 Date of Test. 2 j f 4z2
	
OF POOR QUALM	 ^ S
EQUIPMENT" RI%(2UIRED
Universal Timer-Counter, CNIC 6,)7A or equivalent I(fI47	 a
S/N_	 (:;i l li p) te_	 z-o	 ?^	 !
Power Supply, 111 1 6218A or equi,va lr.nt 
	 ^
S/N 	 ___, C;i l Diltc Q'6c z} LyTG	 4
Decade Resistor Box, GR1 ,132-NI or equivalent
i
S/ 14 84z 4	 (::^ 1 dirt e:_.Q..^-7._._7T 7 ^v
•	 hulse Generator, 31 Mode I P(;• 3('. )r oijui vo Ient	 Zfa /	 ,
^^	 5/N	 ZZ 4,	 (;,l.1 D,I tc' No	 —
t ^.	 •	 Oscilloscope with (;amc rrI , Tektronix 7623A or -equivalent
S 	 y o Z	 Ca l I)<I t.e &6 /7, :7-T
4.1.2	 Pulse Delay
Measured	 _ltcclui remc.nt 	 III
Sec:.	 436 + 132u 'Sec,
4.1.3	 St ability Ivlea sur cment
WI Sure d	 R u^.i rcmon t




















Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 ooc No S 19 7 5
3^3 '	 SupS g n•nv r,r n•^ i r;rrr^rrtnnnrtr^ 	 OAT E










Fa 1.1 ing Edge 'Threshold Amp I i tude
Measured	 Ret irement










4 . 2 . 4	 1
2V/ cm





_ -...... J • ...J..o1..11 ^.v1 ^JV1 d11U1
	 DOC NO
	
51 9 7 5
® SuRS1h Aar )1 RA1 I (.()14 't iuA III )PI	
DATE
iu)^)^U► uC^'^p^Ai`^knt^^
	 CODE IDENT NO 13993
	 SHEET _lL..__ REV
Data Sheet 3
Threshold Stability
Falling Edge Threshold Stability
Pleasured	 Rec{ui r- lent
--4-0
	















Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO ri 	 ri	 •P
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION 	 DATE
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302 	 CODE I D E NT NO 13993	 SHEET (
	 REV





	 oi` Test	 I'rocc(ILI
lFunctional, Sun Stability-PAS,	 S1975.
3.2 GENERAL
^!• Serial Number	 c:)
r I^
• Test Operator Signature
• Date of Test	 ^^^? {o 1	 ,'J
3.3 EQUIPMENT RE-QHRED II
• Universal Timer-Counter, CMC 607A or cquiva.lcnt
_&Z9--___
S/N 
,^1j ^ZC la Z7 7
	
I Cal [)ate tA,2 	 3^
0 Power Supply, 111 1 6218A or cquiGr alent	 ^^ /19 9,1,^^ j
SAN	 6 Z	 Cal Data 	 x.0 2-z ' 1 9 77 l
• Decade Resistor Box, CR1432-M or equivalent
S/ N f,^ISod ^4-1P4
	
Cal Date i
s Pulse Generator, 31 Model PG-32 or equivalent





• Oscilloscope with Camara, Tcktroliix
	 7023A or equixrtalonL





a Sec.	 436 t 134 Sec.
4.1.3 .Stability Measurement
Measured	 RequlrelIlCnt











Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO ^ i
SUBSIDIARY Of BAI I COHFOAATION
	 DATE
AOUIDFR COI ORADn90302 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET —(	 REV
Data Slivet 2
4.2.3
Sun S1 it 'Threshol d




,¢, o	 V.	 112 peak + 0.5 V
Fa I I i nr 1 : d g(, 'T i m o De  tN,










Ball Brothers Research Corporation
	 S 19 -I' "'M',rtdANl Of fi t. 1 1 1 , (,;49-f JI" It, )r)N^	 DOCA NO^IIU fN f,^^i^)HAIR ) Nnlq/ 	 CODE IDENT NO 13993
	 SHEET _11____ REV
Data Sheets
Threshold Stability
Falling Edge Threshold Stability
Measured
	 Requirement









I	 1 	 I
f
Ball Brothers Research Corporation
SUBSIDIARY OF BAIL CORPORATION
DOC NO 51 9 7f,
DATE
—.— REVBOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET
Data ;>h ­ ct I
I'ur,'I(;rr3_1)11 uLI1111 rr • s correspond with paragraph mwlhers, nl' Tos1. 1 1 roccdt )rr,
Functi0118l , Suit ,St;,ibi la.ty-PAS, 51 075.
3.2 	 G1 NFIRnl,
•	 Serial Number	 00(o
•	 Test Operator Signature6dild-Ii^^^
0	 Date of Test-/ 0/-:)_b:Z26
3.3	 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
0	 Universal. Timer-Counter, CMC; 607A or equivalent 44//,5^7
S /N 0,11CC (a Z -7 7	 C:al. 1)ato ^/L ^^. '^ 7
a	 Tower Supply, 111 1 6218A or equivalent
S/N	 Cal llatc ^^/9
	
0, "7?




0	 Pulse Generator, 31 Model PG-32 or cqu:i.valent_ ,^^//7
S /N	 ! /ZC_ j7g'1,9	 $ Cal. Date lvd g 5, :20
•	 Oscilloscope with Camera, Tektronix 7023A or equivalent
ea 3S	 S/N C_-?,ve	 Cal Date
4. 1.2	 Pulse Delay
Measured	 Requirement
IJ Sec.	 436 + 132u- Sec.
4.1.3	 Stability Measureme nt
Measured	 Roquiremcnt





BR - 4 88 1-








Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 ooc No 51975
'	 SUBSIDIARY Of BAl l r;064PU64A710N	 DAT E
1 00lOfR COLORADO 90302 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET .i.S- REV
Data Shoet 2
4.1.3
0 Sun Slit 'Threshold
Falling Edge 'I'hresho 1 d Amplitude
Measured	 Requirement
O _ V.	 112 peak + 0.5 V










Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC No S 19 " S
SUBSIDIARY Of BAI I COf4PliRAIION 	 DATE
BOW DERCOIIRADO80X.1	 CODE IDENT NO 13993
	 SHEET _IL_. REV
0	 Data Sheet 3
.I
1	 Threshold Stability
Falling Edge Threshold Stability
Meas ured	 Requirement






Ball Brothers Research Corporation DOC No	 4 9 9b, 1
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DAT E
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 19	 REV
Data Sheet 1
Paragr•i p h 	 Correspond with paragraph numbers of Tc,s1:
Procedure 49961.
3. 8	SERIAL NUMBER
0	 Scanner head serial number
•	 Main Electronics serial number	 c'I J ? ...
3.9	 TEST OPERATOR
B
•	 Signature of test operatorZL.
•	 Date of start of test	 -.	 5
0	 Date of End of _ test	 G -	 3 " 7r;
4.1.1	 Dimensional Measurements








D-	 2.625 Basic inches
r/ 60"
i
.187 Basic	 ^/^ inches




H	 .005	 ,^?/'/^ inches
^tnl-5ixJUai'PY
^!	 ,c l d f}//a,vdk
IBall Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO 49 9 61
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION 	 DAT E
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 	 rnnr incuT Nn 1RQQ'	 QWFFT 20	 acv
I)ata S1100t 1 (cOn't)












Ball Brothers Research Corporation DOC NO
SU8t,ICPAHYOFUAiI CORN )RATION DATE










	 t_g ?	 inches6. 17S - i
6.025 1 4	 inches Q6.030 ____ I








46 0l;	 f' 5	 inches44°










.075 O S.^	 ^:nc:}<••5^...	 —









ORIGINAL PAGE IS %^	 ..
OP POOR QUALITX f
rI . ^^ udU DfVUICI^ 1^C,CO VI vVpul nuvlI DOC N(
',u1f ,,UlAHr ()F HAL, WHF>ORMION DATE
E^c; utUEFt CU^.ORn[)<i8U3o2
_
CODE	 IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 REV
I-
Data Sheet 2	 (cont' d)
Dimcns-i on Rcqui rod	 Actual
V 010 .003	 inch::s
l' 005 00	 inclics
Q
034
 09 (o inch !	 ^	 ,
.099
1
R 1.360 J	 !	 (	 zn,_ 	 , s1. 340 --— —
i
S 07 O	 7	 inches
.092
a'
.005 0 02-	 inchF_s 1














4 AA .109 1"'1 ti i C'^^ /	 1 w it ."s















rBall Brothers Research Corporation 49961 











Required Actual -4w ^L^ •
<499 gm s . g m. `rc
Electronics Assembly
aqv-
<998	 gills. ^,IID Do gin.
4.1.3	 Center of Gravity Measurement


























BAIT BrothersRaforch C 1 -p a-1tbn
 SUBSIDIARY OF BALI CORPORATION
OOC NO
DATE
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 1`^	 REV
Data Sheet 1
nuclibers correspond with paragraph numbers of 'rest
Procedure 49961.
3. 8 	SERIAL NUMBER
e	 Scanner head serial number	 69 3
•	 Main Electronics serial number 0 03
3.9	 TEST OPERATOR
•	 Signature of test operator	 ^^^X Q ^c -_ °-q'"ic • p'—'
•	 Date of start of test	 sp -
•	 Date of End of test
4.1.1	 Dimensional Measurements
Instrument Assembly (Figure 2)
Dimension Required Actu,c^l
A 3.4703.450 te	 0 $	 inches
B 3.010 3,06 6/ / 	 inches2.990
Zg	 ,.
q	 q^3
C - 3.093 Basic j d •^	 inche s
a2t 	 11 ,59iD 2.625 Basic Z'^'	 1, 1 inches
li .187	 Basic ^zj 	 inches








Ball Brothers Research Corparldon DOC No
/	 SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DATE	 1	 a
BOULDER. COLORADO 60302 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 2O	 REV ._r_ l
Data Sheet 1 (,con't) ^R^LQ7
3.90 Maximum
D















.:.. 	 1' ..,	 ...:..-1	 _..	 _.	 7► 	 .__....._
	,^ Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 Doc NO
`.i AISIDWAY OF BAI. I CORPORATION	 DATE
1511ULDEH GOI ORADO 80302
	 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 41	 REV
Data Sheet 2.
4.1.1	 Dimensional Measurements












C	 5.847 Basic	 inches













	 .1^^	 inches	 C
I





















903022 2	 iCODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 REV
Data Sheet 2 (cont' d)
Dimension	 Required	 Actual
	
N	 .010	 e) D z	 inches
	
















	 dlq ^ inches
	
T	 -. 005	 0 O Z inches
	
u	






























f	 f	 !	 f	
T :-
Ball Brothers Research Cwpa'aftim DOC NO	 .I a	 c7













<998 gms . / e	 ,	 gm. PCL^
4.1.3	 Center of Gravity Measurement
instrument Assembly (Figure 2)
zj
N	 1 1 7	 inches_/._
_. _-Z Z	 -	 inches
D9
	
i nc ne s









Ball Brothers Research Corporation DOC No	 49961 
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL C OMOHATION DATE
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 CODE	 IDENT NO 13993 SHEET 	 REVS





4.4•.3	 lower licater Trip Poin t I..
Required Actual




t 4.4.6	 Upper floater Trip Poi nt








7 y,Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 Doc NO t 2" c= I




BOU ► DER, COLORADO 80102 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET	 ^^^	 REV







•	 Scanner head serial numhcr^
0'	 Main Electronics serial number_ d U
	3. 9	 TEST OPERATOR
i
!	 •	 Signature of test Operator'
•	 Date of start of test	 ^ k 2 3,
•	 Date of End of test
I
4.1.1	 Dimensional NIOZISurcmc nts
Instrument Asscmhl.y (figure 2)
Dimension	 Required	 !Actual.
	









2.025 Basic	 ^ inchc,s
I;
	
187 Basi L	 i nclics
	











Ball Brothers Research Corporation
/
.rml Of ItAt t l 01III(IIlanUN1101st lit If COt JH AM) B0.102	 c
DOC NO 49961
DATE
ir197 111FINIT Nn iAQQA	 CNFFT 20	 GFV
-I




^'^ ^^' gZZ^ inches Qti"115









t. 1 ^h ^^^
,Ifi4 f,1r
+L
Hall broumm Hesearun ^,mlxxmwn 	 DOC No
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION
	 DAT E
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE IDENT NO 13993





6.195 A	 6.175 .^g^^nches
331
B	 6.030	 6, a 3 l/ inches
C	 5.847 leas is',	 76 inches
ll	 5.285	 _^,	 inches	
z1-t
2 W"^^








H	 . 0 7 5	 , o 7 7,5 - inches
8.135J 8.115	 .127	 inche s
K	 7.9G5
	
inches7.970-	 Z, 270 
ti
L	 -7.787 Basic	 inches
c^





4. 1-. 1	 Dimensional Measurements
Electronics Assembly (Figure i)~'
EI
k	
j	 SUBSIDIARY OF BALI CORPORATION	 DAT E
BOULUER, COI.ORADO 80302
	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET 22	 REy	
.,^
Data Sheet 2 (cont'd)
Dimensio ►i	 Requarcd	 Victual
	N	 .010
	
C^ 4 3^ inches
	









F'	 T	 .00S	 ^D4 Z	 inches
	
U	 7.95	 '7• q^	 inches
i?	V 	 4c,° inches4A3o1e4344 0
qz,




c I: D	 Z	 .075	 ..d 3S	 inchesp	 ,
















Ball Brothers Research Corporation
	 Do C No 499 61









V^g 	4m .	 t ._ '	 en	
C:o
^q
^^^.L.t_gm .c^Y._. s .•^,^.s,
d .^	 ya °e /
4.1.3	 Center of Gravity Measurement	 Z
Instrument Assembly (Figure 2)
N 





M _	 inches	 (^
Electronics Assembly (Figure 3)










IBall Brothers Research Corporation DOC No 4996i 
/	 SUBSIDIARY Of BA[ I CORRORAI ION
®
DATE
BOULDER. COLORADO 60302	 CODE	 IDENT NO 13993 SHEET	 24 REV_..
^u o 0 4-
r Data Shect 4
w
^
4.4•.3	 Lower`	 Heater Trip	 Point
{ Required	 Actual
-1.0 0 C	 to	 -1S°C	 °C
4.4.6	 Upper Heater Trip Point
t
Required	 Actual i















fBell Bmthers Re"9rch Co>Ipw bn
SIJBSIOIARV OF BAIL CORPORATION









•	 Scanner head serial number' Oki
•	 Main Electronics serial number	 ? =;'
a
3.9	 TEST OPERATOR
•	 Signature of test operator
•	 Date of. _start of test	 t1'^.0-.	 , % `^' 74.




Instrument Assembly Figure 2)
Dimension	 Required	 Actual




C 3.093 Basic ,< i inchc5
I-=
k
D	 2.625 Basic	 inches
E	 187 Basic	 inches
t	 ,fF	 .183 Basic	 2Z inches	 I
_I
i .175O
.183	 .3 `7J.3 inches




Bell Bmthers Flem orchCorporsUOn DOC t ^+	 c^ t	 --NO -
SUBSIDIARY Ok BAIL CORPORATION DATE .-...
BOUI DER. COLORADO 8030z CODE IOENY NO 13983 	 SHEE T 	 21) RE Vr A
Data Sheet 1 (con't)
J	 3.95 Maximum
`a.	 ;'/ (; inches
Y`.
K	 I35 ;%%',i'^ inches






Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO 49961
SUBSIDIARY Of BALI CORPORATION	 DATE





Electronics Assembly (Figure 3)
Dimension Required Actual,
A 6.175  inches
B 6.0256.030 ^j,nches
C 5.847 Basic inches
D 5.295
S. 285 Z 	 inches
E 46° S3G	 degrees440















K 7.96 57.970 ^^f'^^ `'/ inches
Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO 49 9 61
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DAT E
Armj	 BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE FDENT NO 13993	 SHEET 22	 REV A
^, r	 f	




















4d°v 44	 ^-S.	 degz^e	 s	 0 7,
{	 W	 5.245















I	 AC	 .077	 ^--	 inche
.087
Ball Brothers Research
	 DOC NO `l 99 01
MMSIUTARY,Of BAII C.OPPORANON	 DATE	 f
BOUIOER GOIORAD000302 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993	 SHEET L 5	 REV -4I
.t j











4.1.3•	 Center of Gravity Measurement




I lectronics Assembly	 (Figure 3)
I
f
AD 3,1 	 inches






f	 I	 i	 I	 1
Ball Brothers RNewrc h
	 DOC No 4 99 411
SUBSIDIARY OF ©All CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER COLORADO 60302 	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET	 19 REV
Data Sheet 1




•	 Scanner head serial number	 Cjt^
•	 Main Electronics serial number
3.9	 TEST OPERATOR
i
•	 Signature of test o perator ^^'a. (ti^tiz. ^-^ 	 ;z7l^^
•	 Date of start of test	 974
1
•	 Date of End of test c_ z, i97e/a
;a
4.1.1	 Dimensional Measurements
Instrument Assembly ('Figure 2)
	 .
Dimension	 Required	 Actual




	 3, o % 4 inches	 a
D	 2.625 Basic
	 2 , w Z	 inches












SUBSIDIARY OP BALL CORPORATION
















rBall Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO , 4 96z--
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302	 CODE !DENT NO 13993	 SHEET 21	 REV-.L-
Data Sheet 2.
4.1.1	 Dimensional Measurements
Electronics Assembly (Figure 3)
Dimension Required Actual
A 6.195




C 5.847	 Basic' 2- ^,^ .
.;^ Vinches
D 5.295  5.285 ^, 2- ^5 5	 inches ;.







J 8.1358.115 ' . !26 /	 inches
K 7.9657.970 7,	 inches
I. 7.787 Basic 7 ^.©	 inches,
{►9
.193j inches
^	 I	 I	 ^ 	 _I	 I	 h
Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DO C NO 49961
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION 	 DATE
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET 22	 REVS_
































.087 ~d 8 1	 inches
f.
Sall Brothers Resewc h Caipo -don	 DOC NO 49900 l
SuBSIDARY Of ©Al l CORPORAf10N	 HT E













/ ,/'• SUBSIDIAnrnF FIAII r0111'011AIRM	 DATE
9001DE7? COI 011AW)F111i02 	 CODE IDENT NO 13993	 SHEET 54	 REV
Data Shect	 1
Para^ raph numbers	 correspoIid	 wii h	 paraI r;Iph	 numhors	 of	 Pest	 I'rocedtirc,
E'erforma tic c -Pan or ,Imi.c	 /Attitude	 5<;nsor,	 49959.
r
ORIGINAnPAGE IS
• ocinncr head serial number	 _O a,Z _	 OF
-ROM-QUALITY
• Pain lilcctronics	 scrial	 number	 oo Z,
3.3 'I'I s'r	 OPERATOR
0 Signature of test Operator
• Dato	 of start	 of test	 `t L	 I'	 f frG
Date of end or test
3.4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
•
a82e 5367-  -
Vi sicordcr,	 Iloneyw.ell	 1503, 	 Coo.	 Due
• Iligh	 Volta'.	 Power	 Srrl)I,ly	 l Iuk	 3O1(;	 or	 ccluiv-1	 Ti
• Osc i 1..loscope wi th camera,	 Tol<tron i x	 +?-7--or oquiva l on 
--__s / N	 _. L C10 a-z	 _ ,	 Cal .	 d a t c^	 Wit/ 11	 t^
• Current	 probe,	 [ektron	 x	 1'hQ42	 or	 oquival.ent
SIN	 Bf3RC
	 g lZ 1	 Cal.	 d<l tc 	 11	 77	
_
• 1) Vh ,	 I l- I'	 'rA	 or e c; u i v a Lo n t
	 I^ .P. 3 4 6 S_A
	 >._ j	 SINN	 C - q^Z 4- ^1^_ aCal.	 d,atc	 II 1"1
I • Curront Not er,	 Weston	 911	 or	 erlt iva'lont
SIN	 CnI .	 datc
• VOt,,,	 S.iI	 >n--44-0	 or	 o(ju i tn'l ent	 I^^	 3465 A
SI"I
	
Cnl .	 d Ito
	 1	 _-1
• free; i s ion	 pow IO r	 supply,	 It- h	 0 1 14A
	
o r•	 o(tu i vn i on t
• Pulses 	 gencroto r,	 Tol<t ron l x	 2 1 (12	 or	 (mu l vo l CntSIN
	 Cat.	 (Int'c
..---





Road,	 2	 ^rxis,	 l,eitz	 Imheri,	 Soct ics
	
77,	 or





l^ ttan uromers Hesearch Corporation
/	 SU S101APY OF nAl I Cr IN V IA I ION
M. %11 1,r (01 ), AFUlflnl,e	












FUNCTT0N P' 1 : ASU1'.P1 T I N It' 121:1111P REPILN'r
+28kt c7	 (, n,A 0.7 +	 0.07
} ] 2 ,r m ^. 0 . C, T*, 	n . 0 6
+10V c2^e, mA 0.5 +	 0.05




-	 5 v ^p 52-, mP, 0.7) +` ().o5
4. 1.1
	 CrOL111d	 Cont i lltl i ty
Measure	 from
Pill to Pines I'micti^on 110"5ureniont Qcquiremcnt
o, n s q-(^y-
20	 P]cctronics	 box CII!SST.S	 PH). h 	 <:0-.2
	 Mims
chassis - --- _
20 21 CHASSIS Cif`D. 'Ub2	 ( 1 11(11 <n.2 Nuns
17 ] 9 28v	 P', c t 0 jL -	 0111n <0. 2
	 01l11s
12 13 STC.
	 rND. 4	 n	 ,hn < 0.2	 c hi-ns
_ 4.1 .2 (±7`01111(1 TSO1atlOn
P•£cllSUra-f.rom
- 1111 , to	 ba n Function rCI1S111'CmCnt r^CC;Ui rCniCllt
1 20 1 2 S T (! .	 (1N11. >	 6	 t`11ill




Till to	 Vill 'Funct ion "Icnsurmllcllt Pecltlir emcnt -
14 15 1?1 cct .	 Thms •	 1 ('-':ctl) I	 X111l.;).-^ 5k to 1SkQ
33 34 l:a ect .	 T]ims .	 2 (1'. C,t ,) )I,^^	 i.Q 5k	 to	 ] SkSI
3 5 36 cm I..	 Thn'.s	 1 5k	 t0	 15kQ..
37 5 Scan.	 Thins.	 2(T)	 t 2
 II	 off $	 k: s2 5k to MQ,
f






2 r u0111 of uu 
"
Of a "VOCa1 GO I vui JJUI OLNUI I DOC NO - 4 y
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4.2.2 Electronics Thermistor Resistance
( Ret1	 Ret2 x 100% = C K 114 kQ - fl. ►4^ kQ)x 100_AR - --
Retl	 kS2
Retl -0. 3 %	 Requirement: +	 4%
4.2.3 Scanner Thermistor Resistance





Rstl 0127	 Requirement: +	 4%
4.2.4 Thermistor Isolation
Measure- from
Pin to Pin	 F unc tion`	 Measurement Requirement
`14 20	 Elect.	 Thms.
	
1	 } 10000 kSZ
. _. ^-__._	 - >100kSZ ;34
35
20 Elect.	 Thms .	 7,	 g 4.(^	 _kn z3





11737 20	 Scan. Thms.	 2	 >Io l 000 k (-lOOkS2>
4.3.3 Initial Turn On Check	 3'





28v inpu t current	 mAp	
`^'^__^.^. 5 0mA +	 2 5m 1
_—^Lin^
28v input voltage	 V 28V + 0, z8y
`E n}
4.4.4 Idle	 Input Power
r
Pi Ein x	 T.
V x	 44-	 mA
a




I`( /^ %^ ..a
►  urv. ►a. o ► w^au vi r vv, w ► au'v1 ►
i SUSS )IAIcv nr RAl r r(IFIN rAlRsN








4.4.6 Scanner Potation Gheck v"
i, 4.4.7 Running lower
Function Mea su rcment
j 28v	 input	 current 159	 m
 neCerence only
ti n)
28v input voltvoc ^7^^ 	 v Reverence only
pr	 1;iil	 x	 Tin
_	 Z7A4 `r x	 15	 mA a




j funct ion 1, lea SUrcmcnt
28v input current 25	 uln 1:eference only
Tin)
= 28v input volta c ';c(`orence only
in
1'	 =	 1 .	 x	 T.C	 i.n	 to
aI.g zv' x	 ^L_S	 mn
!x(Itiirencnt ,1 .0 atts
4 . 5 Powcr Qn	 Initial i z e
4. S.3 Chock
4.5.5 3 	 Chock
E 4.5.7 lc	 1 -+	 I,0SI	 +	 A(),C 2 AO S3 a	 I,(1,;3 1000
C (l l' I'S I'i'I'	 ._	 ::._ 14-._._
---1	 ^^2'71-
G t
OFFS1;'C Pequircment . 3
4.5.3 ` Check 




^' ^^ r41. 3 / V.•.^.. J IV J'4W/t,11 VVI ^/V/4^IV11 	 DOS NO
^/ 3^ 	 SI IBSI(YA IY (1F I1AI 1 (;(FI11 1 (rf 2A l Ir1N
.DATE
'
tlOLIIIlII11 OIOfIA10 nil ilW	 CODE (DENT No 13993	 SHEET 58	 REV
Data Sheet 5
fill
4.6.1	 Ana Ios, TeIein CaIjbrat ion
Pleasure fropi
Pin to Pin	 Function
	
Hevsurement Ite({uirement
12	 9	 + sv PInNTT0!'. 	 ,I I v	 4.0 + 1.O4r
12	 10	 +20v MONT'I'011,	 -4M	 1%	 4 0 T I."01r
4.7.2 Scanner Revolution Rate
Rate	 (R)	 !'late Readout Mcasured Time Nominal	 'Time	 -
0	 0 SaY sCIC, 52	 sec
1 1 2 l- sec. 26	 sec.
2	 - -__ _-	
_
(-	 w Sce 	 . 13	 sec. 1--3	 3 - -- ^,5— ^sec. 6.5	 sec.




- 4.9.2 Glio k
^^ 1
4. 9. 4 Check
4.9.5 ^-^ Check
4.9. C ,.	 Checl;
4.9.7 Check
4.10 Sector	 '1'csk 1
4.10.2 -- Check
4 .1 0. 3 Check














.• f	 _	 .^.	 ^.. mss. _,.,.	 ..	 F_.:	 _.	 .^.	 _.,	 ... _ _	 u.. .^ ... ... 	...,	 _	 ..	 ^ ..
Y




4.1.0.13 11 c c k
4. 10.14 v-C h e c k
4. 10.1S Ch c c, k
4. 10. 16 I-`-C h e c k
4. 10. 17 11 C C k
4. 10. 18 Check
4. 10. 19 (:)lock
4. 10. 20 "Chocis
4 . 10. 21 Check
4 . 10. 22
-
Ch o c k




4. 10. 27 3 	 C 110. c. k
4. 10. 28. Chock
4.10.29 Check
4. 10.30 3	 (',Iicck
4 . 10. .1 1 3 Chcck
4. 10.3"2 C I I v c k
4 k- 10. 33 o c
4 .10. 34 C1 1 CCA
4.10.35 V Clwck
4	 10, 36 Chock
4. 10. 37 Check




SUR If )fnllr of flAI I 00111 11IM11 )rl
	
	 IDATA(JOI)if1{ti (,()1 ()1 nf)nnnln: CODE I p CNT NO 13993
	 SHEET , 60	 REV.
Da tn 	 Shoat	 7
4.11.6	 Sector Chock	 Chcck
4.11.7	 Power	 SunPly Variation
PO1N1sl;	 AOS/ 1,OS	 0	 Y
Sul'1'L,Y
	 1)1SPLAY	 111A 1)01fT	 s.
28.00	 +	 0.28v
	 (NOrI) i
4.1.1.0	 Clock	 Fre(ilio.ncy	 Varintion5
F romiency-_yt 	 Failure
	 Requ l racmcnt
Upper	



















	 3 	 C:hack
4.12.10	 3	 C, lie ck
4.12.11
	 3	 Chock
4.12. 12 	 v	 chock
4.13	 S1)licricaI	 Hodc	 Check
4.13.4	 ,-	 Chock
4. 13. S	 _(;hock
4.13.6	 3 	 Check
4.13.7	 _ lam'	 chock
4.13.8	 3 C1i0ck
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REV





V IA = !- _
	
to -_volts	 Reference only
V llk _	 ^.(7	 _ 3,^_ volts	 Refercnce only
-2— - --2-- - --
	
4.14. 23	Sun S1 it Fa ilure Fdhe
____Volts,	 Requirement:	 lik + 0. SV
	





4.14.25	 Minimum `threshold flicasuremeni
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9 0	 mA	 300 mA max excluding spikes
	













4.14.38	 1)13 Current Pteasurement
Plea su rcmcn t
2 $0 mA
"eoui rcmcnt








SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DATE	 r
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4,
p Data Sheet 15
v	
v^7	
1 4. 15 i 7	 I	 t! r	 ,	 ,^	 '	 I »!	 A t	 wtr	 ^'	 I	 i ;ir
1" `°`"'.Ttanscr' ibo»1 thb , 2- !! axi-', `fabl6"settings and' cotmpibte the `fo •llow ng `table':'`'
(2)
Tilt	 Peak	 -Az Angle +'Az Angle





t	 ^ 0	 '50	 /, 25
-qo° 4 9v°} 0.25	 ¢,35 r'Tan + 900




90 0 4- ItDo
-0. 50	 1.25 -110V + 89`
0.75
- `1.00 - —
' The sun sensor field of view (Column 1 - Column Z in the azimuth
oaxis` shall be ' 180	 ± o.12	 at' i
 50 a	 of 'the eak amp itude::p ^the'	 eakp .
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^^	 I	 4.15.8, 10;
-Transcribe the- 2--axis table settings and complete -the following tab1e.t..




	 Peak	 -Tilt Angle
	 +Tilt Angle









	 21 0	o S°	 •^
-45	 lo,41
q 1q	 o X31 ° + 	 0 3 0 °	 0,61
+45	 g3S	
-o3b°	 oa^°	 o ^s° 	,
+ $S°	 _
-9-A-	 g^45	 n-	 -035°	 n+ -	 6, 320	 ,.b6Z.
'The sun sensor field of view ( column 1 - column 21) in the , elevation i
(tilt) axis shall be 0.5 + 0-.1 at 50% of the peak ampl'tu e1XIVr"Ydr114
WN
'	 5 °:^^, J CheckG	 j
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Y	 PZ-axis and the line formed b the intersection of the sun slit FOV lane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis, p is more positive as it
rotates from the +Z axis toward the +Y axis.I





l- 1	 =	 —0,03	 0. 0 + 2. 0 0	'r
t	
-
The rotation angle,, of the sun slit is defined as the angle between*
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane and the plane
containing the X and Y axis. is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis





6, 0	 00 0 + 2 D°
	
•;r 	 K>^11 ► w Cd,^e ^^^^ P° ^nr o.^se1,	
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• Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the
following table and calculate the Azimuth Field of View
(FOV	 column 4 - column 31).
Scanner Reference Negative Positive	 Azimuth
	
Require-




_ 1/2 Pk 
_±ap 1/2 Pk	 A)p2___	 M
1












- 01	 0 ,`709	 0. 71+050 ^	 -
256 1800 Yl	 =	 p .069 y2
	 0-153	 ^ y2 -Yl }= 0,68 3 	 0.7J.+05°
384 270° (y- axis) d l	 =	 0,0(0 d 2	 =	 0` ,1103 _	 16 2 - 6 1 1= _o,`► o2	 0.71+05°
* The scanner Field of View shall be 0.71 0 +0.05 0 	at	 50%	 of the	 Peak
amplitude.
o Calculate the Zero Scan Angle Error using the following
equation:
Error =	 I a 2 +a1I
2
_P.eduirement




• (;,IIcul,ato the	 scaiiiior	 nositic^ia	 ic:cordili,
	 (o	 the
cflu"Itions 'be,Iow:
Kneader IZofor oil Co
l'osit.i0n An	 lo l rror	 Reoitiroment
1 1 8 900 ((1	 +	 a) -
	 ^1 -	 ^^)j2	 =	 _-t^.05^	 °	 +	 0.1°
'256 1000 (Til	 +	 a	 -	 .Y^ -	 Yom)/2 	 +0.0M	 °_	 +	 0	 10 t`
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Data Slice 18
4.10.9
a	 Transcribe the 2-axis table readi.nt,s to the following tnhlc
;1'(I .';Ilculatc the Ellevation Field c^i -
 k'iew (FOV= ^c:': • luig n A-
c ct .t iam;1 3
	 )
Scanner	 Reference Negative Positive lilovation	 Require
Encoded	 Angle Elevation Elevation f'OV*	 ment
Position Angle Angle
1/2 Pk.	 amp_ 1/2	 Ilk, amp
000	 0°	 (x-axis) of	 0,17 __ a +=	 0_ ' 550 ^cv + - a 0.71±050




.._^ Y+—.	 0,550 .• : Y + - Y	 = d.6&3	 0 • 71 i 05°
384	 270° (y-axis) b	 - v,tSO b+=^n^S33 ._) d+'b^ ^- o,(,,730.71t05"
*Thc	 scanner	 Ficld	 of view shall he	 0.71 0 	+	 (1.05° at 500 of the
1TC^a	 '11111)1 i tudo .
•	 (:;1Ici,1t1	 e	 tho-	 t i lt angle(gyp in	 Fiimre	 131 cal ` 	 the	 1)1ane Or	 the
scanner	 optical axis	 with	 re .;pcc t	 to	 the plane	 o1 the	 nrotinting
surf;aco	 using	 the kollowing -dLtation. j
a




Y	 °	 tn11_ (y + + 	 )/2
6	 1-;1 11 ( b + +^	 )/z
1
IU'(lu I	 rcIII(!II t
•	 (:,I1cIIi	 Itc	 1h 	 clircc • tion 0 	 IINxi flit lIII	 t	 i	 It- rc's11 o 11!;o t,1i tli	 1espec't




-1	 I b	 E' 1
n , ta il	 --'	 -(Y	 f
(b^f3)	 (	 a)
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•	 Calculate the cone angle 	 (average deviation from a plane) using







•	 Calculate the maximum error using the following equation;




N1easurccl	 R CC1lL a re mCnL
of I^	 e< V.17'Z:l4,
J














Tv---^ " 4	 IMeu y^r^	 Vd.xv(^,
{
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Transcribe th-e 2-axis table settings and completethe following table.
( 1 ) (2)
Tilt Peak	 -Az Angle +Az Ankle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp
(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (degrees)
+1.00
0. 7 5









The sun sensor Field
be 180 9	±
of view ( ,^olumn i
12°	 at	 500 of the
- Column 2
	 in the azimuth
axis shall peak amplitude at the beak
amplitude tilt	 angle.
•-'
 Check"     
_
7F F-7
Ball Brothers research Corporation
	 Doc NO 49959
SUBSIDIARY OF BALI CORPORATION
	 DATE	 f
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEE T 	 6_	 REv A
Data Sheet 16
4.15.8 10
Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the following table.
Space Corrected
	 (l) (2)
Azimuth Peak -'Wilt Angle +Tilt Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp F.O.V.
(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees;
- $S -S l E-	 _ -o,3r7 E+ =	 01333 e16S0
-45 6173 - 0,2S10 o1 373 0.633
0 '7r¢1 - _	 -0,233 ^+	 =	 0.383 0. /all
+45 x,31 - o.140 0.35o d,6/7
85 5.54 n-	 °	 -0.393 n+	 =	 0,30o 0.LV 3
The sun sensor field of view (1column 1 - coinn 21) in the elevation




b	 ^g i 	 V_ ^
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Z-axis and the line formed by the intersection of th y; sun slit FOV plane
'and the plane containing the Y and Z axis. p is more positive as it
rotates from the +Z axis toward the +Y axis.
i




o , 0 '1 S
a l e-S 0.0 +  2 0'
The rotation angle, , of the sun slit is defined as the angle between 	 '.
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane and the plane
containing the X and Y axis	 is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis.






0	 0 0 + 2.0
Falling Edge Trip Poi-it Offset	 0^3^3
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Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC NO 49959
am
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION	 DATE
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 	 CODE (DENT NO 13993 	 SHEET 54	 REV
Data Sheet
Paragraph numbers correspond with paragraph numbers of Test Procedure,
Performance,-Panoramic Attitude Sensor, 49959,
3.2	 SERIAL NUMBER
•	 Scanner head serial number	 003
• Main Electronics serial number 	 6 o 3
. 3.3 TEST OPERATOR	
',rn'``\1
• Signature of test operator
• Date of start of test	 $ ^36 a
• Date of end of test
3.4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
• Visicorder, Honeywell 1503, 	 SIN {'W	 Cal.	 Due	 ^^ y5
• High Voltage Power Supply, Fluke 3010 or equivalent
S IN
	 f;q%0%
Isr	 'L • Oscilloscope with camera, Tektronix-5-4-9^- or equivalent
L3`^	 SIN	 C-RDo 2-	 Cal. elate	 dalu
0 Current probe, Tektronix P6042 or equivalent
S/N'	 Cal.	 date	 I q 7
;[ • DVr , H-P 3-^`or equivalent 	 N P14GSA	 SIN 0 - gz55
a
f Cal.	 date —11, 111
•, Current. Peter, Weston 911 or equivalent
S IN
	 r3- 3211	 Cal.	 date	 L' III
• VON, Simpson 27Q or equivalent 	 kV 34,6SAS IN	 G- PjtW	 Cal.	 date	 tl^to
• Precision power supply, H-P 6114 1k or equivalent
4 S IN	 C - 11q 2	 Cal.	 date	 ! -;t.2 1
• Pulse generator, Tektronix 2102 or equivalent
SIN
	 C $22(.	 Cal.	 date	 It is	 7 !
• X-Y Plotter, H-P 7047A or equivalent
SIN	 Cal.	 date	 1111ierr
• Dividing Head, 2 axis,	 Leitz	 Imperial>Series	 72 or
equivalent	 --- .	 SIN	
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3.6.1 Self Check Check





+28v	 mA 0.7	 + 0.07
+12v	 n.b I	 mA 0.6 + 0.06
+10v	 o.41	 mA 0.5 + Q.05
+ 8v
	 o,%	 mA 0.8 0.08




mA 0. 5+ 0.05
4.1.1 Ground Continuity
Measure from
Pin to Pin	 Function	 Measurement Requirement
20 Electronics box
	 CHASSIS GND. 0.01	 Ohm <0.2 Ohms
chassis
20 21	 CHASSIS CND. Ohm <0.2 Ohms
17 19	 28v Ret. 0A	 Ohm <0.2 Ohms
f 12 13	 SICK.	 CND. 0,11	 Ohm <0.2 Ohms
4.1.2 (;round Isolation
r ,ie :sure from





20 17	 28v	 lZet.
	 '71 g j4	 Ohm >100 kQ
4.2.1 Thermistor Continuity
Pleasure from
Pin to Pin	 Function	 Measurement Pequirement
C
14 is	 Elect. Thms. I(!' I ^'d^	 kSZ 5k to MO
33 34	 L'1 ect .
	 Thms .	 2 (1?et2) I1 A	 k^-Q 5k to 15kQ








Ball Brothers Reswrch Corporation
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	





4.2.2	 Electronics Thermistor Resistance
	
R	 x 100%	 IL01 kQ - 11A kil x 100%
AR = (
R




eti Requirement:	 + 4%
4.2.3 Scanner Thermistor Resistance
(%tl	 -	 Rx 100%	 lil ► z	 kQ	 11,13	 kn)xst2) 100%
AR = .
R stl lkil- kQ
R
stl Requirement:	 -4, 4%
4.2.4 Thermistor Isolation
Measure -from
Pin to Pin	 Function Measurement Requirement
14 20	 Elect.	 Thms. 1	 1n AA	 k S1 >10W
34 20	 Elect.	 Thms. 2	 > 10 M	 kQ >10W
35 20	 Scan. Thms. 1	 > 1 0M 	 kQ >lODkQ
37 20	 Scan,.	 Thms. 2	 10 m	 kQ >100ko
4.3.3 Initial Turn On Check
4.4.3 Idle Input Current
Function Measurement Requirement
28v input current mA 50mA + 25mA
(I in)
28v input voltage V 28V +	 0.28/
(E • n)











todn thou wdra ► M7a"ov 4;v v %Pvt wow av,wam i DU C NU
SUBSIDIARY OF BALI CORPORATION DAT E
BOW DER. COLORADO 80302 CODE (DENT NO 13993 SHEET	 57	 REV
Data Sheet 4
4.4.6 Scanner Rotation Check
4.4.7 Running Power
Function Measurement_•
28v input current Jas	 mA _Reference only
^Iin)
28v input voltage a-`^.0 `^	 V Reference only
^ E in ) .^..
_ Pr = 
E n x Lin
_- 1-%,,) 1 V 'x	 1 S	 mA
_	 4A-) mW Requirement <5.0 watts
4.4.11 Main Electronics Power
Function Measurement
28v input current mA Reference only 
in
28v input voltage V ?reference only
(En) I
P e 	 F'in x I in
P
e
	 =	 ( 	 m1U :requirement <1.0 watts






4.5.7 AOS1 + LOS1 + AOS2 + LOS2 + AOS3 + LO 3 -J060
 
^^►'OFFSET=	 ^^	 Ia I1^	 13-I.
6
9
OFFSET Requirement: + 3
4. 5.8 3' Check
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4.6.1 Analog Telem Calibration
Measure from
Pin to Pin Function Measurement	 Requirement
12	 9 + Sv MONITOR	 ,ll 61^V 4.0	 +	 1.0V 
12	 10 +20v MONITORq	 V,01 4.0	 +	 l.OV
—
4.7.2 Scanner Revolution Rate
Rate (R)	 Rate Readout Measured Time Nominal Time
0 0 5a	 sec. 52	 sec.
1 sec. 26 sec.
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Data Sheet 6 -
4.10.11	 3 	 Check





















4.10.28	 3 	 Check
4.10.29	 Check
4.10.30	 Check
4.10.31	 3 	 Check
4.10. 32	 3 	 Check
4.10.33	 Check
4.10. 34	 -1/ 	 Check
4.10.35	 Check
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POWER AOS/ LOS 0
i
SUPPLY DISPLAY	 READOUT,
26.60	 +	 0,26v	 (-4%)
28.84 +	 0.28v	 (+2%) ^- v
28. 00 
	+	 0.28v	 (NONI) ^_ v
4.11.9 Clock Frequency Variations
-Frequency at Failure Requirement
Upper >12.9 MHz
Lower	 Z_	 MHz <10.0 MHz
4.12 Slow Data Rate















4.13.9 3 Check I3',,
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r 4.13.17 ^/^ Check
4.13.18 Check
4.13.19 ,/ Check
4 .,13.20 3 Check 1
4.13.21 3 Check
4.13.22 ^.'` Check
' 4.13.,23 a,% Check
4.13.24 3 	 Check
4..13.25 L/	 Check
k 4.13.26 a/ Check
4.13.27 3 Check









4.13. 35 1/ Check^
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Data Sheet 12
4.14.22	 Sun Slit Amplitude
V
Fk
	 7. 1,	 volts	 Reference only
Vpk _7. 6_ J. 8 volts	 Reference only
4.14. 23	Sun Slit Failure Edge	 •
3. 8	 Volts,	 Requirement:	 V^L , p,SV
4.14.25
	 Minimum Threshold Measurement
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Data Sheet 13
4.14.LH	 Motor Drive PulsesI
20v/cm
5ms/cm
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mA	 300 mA max excluding spikes
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Transcribe` ;the 2-axis' table, settings and complet the following table.
(1) (2)
Tilt Peak -Az Angle +Az Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Ajnp





0.50 a.qo —4100 4 9'10
0.25 3 -00y. - qo -4-910
0.0 5.5tlry. - 4j o° 4 41,7 ° tl
-0.25 Amy. —90° +`lo°
-0.50 1.i0VI -90 ° -1-1110
-0.75 .._. -
-1.00 .._. ._
The sun sensor field of view (column 1 - Column	 in the azimuth
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Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the fallowing table. ,
.imu_.	 Spaee^?,a^^^e-1¢d, 	 (1)	 (2)
Azimuth
	
Peak	 -Tilt Angle	 +Tilt Angle
Angle	 Amplitude	 at 1/2 PK Amp	 at 1/2 PK Amp {
?	 f (degrees)	 (volts)_	 (degrees	 (degrees)
e- =	 _o, 416
	
e+ s	 0,250	 ace
-45	 W +11 d.	 --0, '313	 0,292.	 0,1.3




— o, S41	 - o,
9$65	 43J. 	 n -	 _ — 0. 3 q3 + 	o. 2`')	 o.(,5
The _sun sensor field of view (1 column 1 - c-- umn 21) in the elevation
(tilt)	 axis shall be 0. 5 + 0.1 0 at 50% of the peak am litude
5• Check
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Z -axis and the line formed by the intersection of the sunslit FOV plane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis:.,	 p is more positive as it
I
rotates from the +Z axis toward the +Y axis.
Calculate the sun slit tilt angle	 (p in Figure 13)using the following
equation:
P =	 (	 - ++)2,
Requirement
o 042
	 0.0 +	 2.0°
The rotation angle,, of the sun slit is defined as the angle between,,
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun `slit `FOV plane and the plane
containing the X"and Y axis.	 is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis.
Calculate the sun slit ro gation angle	 (*.in Figure 13) using the fol-
lowing equation:
=	 FE 1-E + n .+n+
Requirement
=	 o. ar5 0	 .0	 +	 2. 0"
rAi
/ Ball Brother Rewarch Carporaidon 49959DOC NO
I^ 
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DATE v
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302	 CODE 1 D E 1d T NO	 13993	 SWEET ..^.D,., _.,_..	 REV  .,^.
Data Sheet 17
4.16.7:.
o Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the
following table and calculate the Azimuth Field of View
i (FOV	 column 4 - column
l




	 Azimuth Angle Azimuth Angle
	
FOV*	 merit
Position 1/2 Pk. Amp. 1/2 , Pk. Amp.^
000 0 0 (x -axis)a l 	 -0.41to a2	 - 0 .1raQ	 a -oil 	 0.71+,05°
128 900	 ^l	 --0,110 O L 	 0.2AS	 ) ^z-R 1 	 Oa^rds	 o.71 -.050
256 1800
	 Yl =	 -0,370 Y2	 =	 2.111	 11(2-yll= 0:6 4	 0.71+,050
384 270° (y- antis)	 6 1 	=	 -0,31'1 62	 -	 0.29%	 162-61 1= 0,424	 0.71±,05°
The scanner Field of View shall be 0.71°+0.05°	 at	 50% of the peak
amplitude.
1










"s Calculate the scanner nosition accuracy according to Jie
equations below:
Encoder Reference
Position Angle Error	 Requirement
j ].28 900	 (al	 a	 -	 61 -' 6 2 )/2	 =	 o. O' h	 0	 + 0.10
256 1800(a1
	
+	 a 2 	 1'' l Y 2 )/2	 =	 sp,046	 +	 0.1°
384 2700(a1 + a2 -	 fi l = _6 2 )/2	 _	 -0.07	 +	 0.10
I ~^°
I2R - ae e
Ball Broth ftearch Coqxwadw Doc NO 49959 
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DATE
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a	 Transcribe the 4 %axis table readings to the f'ollwing table
a-d c:alcu ate the Elevation Field of View CFOVr- 7column 4- r,
column 3. ) .
Scanner	 Reference	 Negative Positive Elevation	 Require
Encoded	 Angle	 Elevation Elevation ^ FOV * 	 meat k
AnglePosition	 AWe
--	 -	
1	 PZc . amp 1/2 Pk. air 1
a
00()	 0°	 (X-axis)	 a v g	 o a	 o.v^'s l ay -a_ l	 0.63	 0.71±,05°
128	 900	 Raw -.o.015 8+= 0.b67 ^B^-g - '=	 0.692	 0.71+,04°
2S6	 1800	 y_= -o.01-2 Y+ =0.658 ly+ -Y 	 1=	 0.ioo— 	0.71±,05°
384	 270° (Y- axi s)	 6	 —0-015 $1= 0,643 ^ a^. - d^ ^ =	 0.1og	 0. 71tW
* Thet  scanner field of view shall be	 0.7I O 	,} 	 0.05 0 50$ of the
peak amplitude.
0	 calculate the tilt angle 	 (0 in Figure 13) of the plane of the
scanner optical axis with respect to the plane of the mounting
-^ surface using the following equation.









Y -	 tan	 (Y++Y_)/2
6	 =	 tan	 (6++6_)12
p.0l "^ 	 o
IZOI U l YGfllLfl t
w-	 -
•	 calculate the direction of 'maximum tilt	 response	 with	 i-esI)ec't
to the zero reference angle , (A	 in	 t-i 4;ure 13)	 us i ng	 the	 1'L, 1 1 olk i.ng
ccivation:
i
t C)= tan -1	(^ ---a)	 —	 8 -^)	 y_ aY-	 )	 -l(	 I • 9 0 0—C ' 90°!	 ^ +1.80°	 Rcferr,n^ ^,	 ^„ 1 y
0-	 °
_..{. 	 Yn
49959Ball -Brothare Rnwrch 	 ^t^	 DOC NO
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DATE	 •-- ^
BOULDER, COLORADO W30? CO	 10ENT NO 43903	 SWEET 	 j	 REVS
4Data.'Sheet A9
i 0	 Calculate the cane angle (avpr-a.•ge ,devi .gt on from a plane) using
the following . equation:
o . 33 Q,^
-6.51; Requirement
0 11	 +	 2.00 '
®	 Calculate- the maximum error using -the following equation:




	 Backlash Te t





	 V -f^rL^ - fll,. ^2.^.^t(^.M2o^	 V ^^•^
= I'CQL1l.(^b V'Q.. IM P^





X3.0 a ...._. V,
^a dwA
	
Iti104 Imo• "^ -fly. --























































































































































































































































































































































































fi N SOR DATA BOCK 3-1








'	 -r-	 1 -- -
++	
^^•	 !	 _	 1
	






















i	 +	 CALL	 ; SEARCH
L
—1	 ^	 ^ _—L._—^__._^	 1	 I	 1 _._^	 f	 1 ^.	 __.—	 1	 i	 ^	 1 -- I	 - i ---- ror^rc	 co.ecew







SENSOR DATA BOCK	 3-iA1	 ?_
oftc
Toe
o ^:	 TE:	 h^	 i	
__	 1	 r	
I -	 --
3FNi	 t	 S	 E	 j	 I	 1	 '	 ^	 i	 ' ^	 I 
	 ^	 1 
	
- - -- -- . -_ - I __
:










I -	 1	 --!	 Ryt BROTNIRS RHEAtch
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Data Sheet 15
4. 15. 7
Transcribe the	 2-axis table settings and completethe following table.
( 1 ) (2)
Tilt Peak -Az Angle +Az Angle
Angle Amplitude at	 1/2 PK Amp at	 1/2 PK Amp






'90 • 4110 0 





The sun sensor Eield of view	 (^['olumn 1 - Column 4	 in the azimuth
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SHEET	 REV ACODE (DENT NO 13993
Transcribe the	 2-axis table settings and complete the following table.
Space Corrected	 (1) (2)
Azimuth Peak -Tilt Angle +Tilt Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp F.O.V.
(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees
-BS 4.q4 e-	 _	 -0,343 E+	 =	 O.Ul o.cso
-4S t. -k . -0. 1 10 0. 11 15 0.443
0 -0.-31-1 &+	 =	 0, 300 0,41 7
+45 ^.^q -D, 350 0,J60 0,450
85 4,^t n-	 _ -0,343 n+	 =	 0,213 o.4L7
C
The sun sensor field of view ( column 1 - column 21) in the elevation
(tilt) axis shall be 0.5 + 0.1 0 at 50% of the peak amplitude
Check
btu( D tt A 3C)Zq
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Z-axis and the line formed by the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis. p is more positive as it
rotates from ti=e +Z axis toward the +Y axis.






The rotation angle, ^, of the sun slit is defined as the angle between
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane and the plane
containing; the X and Y axis. y is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis.
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(^ t	 Paragraph numbers correspond with paragral ►h numbers of Pest Procedure,
Performanc-c-Panoramic Attitude Sensor, 49959.
3 .	 S I 'r I A 1. N U IM ti l . ! .	 ORIGINAL; PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
•	 Scanner heed serial number ^r tom_ ___
•	 Pain Electronics serial number
3.3	 'PEST 01`ERATM.
•	 Signature of test operator
•	 hate of start of test
•	 Date of end o1' test
3. 4 	 EQUIPMENT PEOU I RF11
310 2 ^"'^ ^^^K
•	 Visicorder, Honeywell 1508, c /i: ^ +— ,(.01. hue k)JA
•	 II iRh l'ol to e Power Supply, Fluke 3010 or equivalent
•	 Oscilloscope with camera, Tektronix 4;,^ or equivalent
_ 
-
7633 _.^. S/N --	 ----^-' Cal . Ll,l t e _..-!. 1 -7t.--- -
•	 Current probe, Tektronix 1 16042 or equivalent
S/N ga2C $L'1.)	 Cal. date	 i I 3 7_____•_-•_--





•	 Current Peter, Weston 911 or ecluiv: ► lent
S/N A!^'^ ^r^ ^
	
—' Ca 1 . clot c /..•-x-..7__7





t:n 1 . cl,! to 1 ^J._ 2-2
	
--
•	 Precision (,ower supply, H-I' 0114'\ or coiiivalent 	 --
`'/>^%_^ elate /_'.LZ-7_7.
•	 hiIso P.. eneratoI-, Tektronix	 voijiv:11cm
	 -1101
S/`J tt3Oke_- ^?^Zl^- _
	
Cal. cInte	 ^145I1f..
•	 X-Y !']otter, 11-1' 7047 I\ or C(-IUivr ► lcnt
S/	 L__Jc_`l?_- ._. _ - , Ca]. (late
•	 1)ividina, Hcacl, 2 axis, I,eitz Imp erin ► `'eries 7.1. or
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'Pest	 Set	 Supply	 I,Tolt	 s7es
FUNC'1'T0N	 HEASUT?T:1`IFN'r	 1:I:C111IZENL "TIT
Ai
+28v	 ^ _..^.nl 0. 7	 +	 () . 07 Y
+12v	 ..	 MA 6	 + 0.06
+10v	 mA o. S	 +'	 0. O5
+ 8v	 mA :,.8	 +	 0.08
5v ^ mh 0. S	 (i.05
-	 .5 v
(2 ^^ _mA 0 , 5 + 0. O 5 r,
4.1.1 (!round Continuity
Hicasure i rom
Pin to Win	 Function Moasuremcnt I co uirolllent:
20 T:1ectronic.s box	 CHASSIS (IND, (.^?^ ..-Ohm <0.2 Ohms
chassis
20 21	 C1 /'	 IS 111	 (IND. ^y.^^_	 _	 (`TuII l0. 2	 (^hlns
17 19	 28v	 ?'et. 7	 Ohm <0,'")	 011111 ,I;
i 12 13	 SIC. 	 CND .
' 1.^^:.
	 r ^
hn? <0. 2	 Ohre i
11	 1.2 CI.ound	 Isolation I
—.00SurC from
P in to	 Pill	 Fun ction r'C"IsilF•Gl1Iunt pcqu I 1 cpIcllt
20 12	 S1(;.	 (ND, ^ ivi37_t'hn, .' 100	 kl' ?, -
0 17	 218V	 Rot.
..,^. ( 1 }lm 17100	 kS?
4.2.1 'I`Iiervi i sto r	 Cont iniiity
^; ?!cri.Stl r`v	 S`rnm
.
Pill to	 Pin	 'Funct i oil ^!C`a su roilien t Pco	 i rement
14 1 r,	 Elect .	 1,11111s.	 1 (!^ctO _.	 ^^%	 ,.._	 k',? Sk to 1 SM2
5.5 1	 1:1ect '1' 11 	 F'. (!-
	 t '2 1/i 4'^_	 1`` s 411,	 to	 l';k,4e
:i 5 5 11	 ;`i C	 t l i 1
	
1' l lr! ti 	 1	 (I'
	
t 1	 1S ! 0r	 5	
1; :..: 1,	 t U	 1 5 1.
a
,,
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4.2.2	 Electronics Thermistor Resistance










R e t 1 = .27  10 	 Requirement: + 4%
4.2.3 Scanner Thermistor Resistance
E Rstl	 R t 2) x 100%	 Y-kOx 100%AR sRsti	 /0, LEO
R
stl .3	 Requirement:	 +. 7 4%
4.2.4 Thermistor Isolation
Measure from
Pin to Pin	 Function	 Measurement Requirement
1 4 20	 Elect. Thms.	 1	 > LL -nj -
--kQ 10 Wi
34 20	 Elect.	 Thms.	 2	 7	 ko > 10 OkQ
35 20	 Scan.	 Thms.	 1	 k92 >100kW
37 20	 Scan.	 Thms.	 2 >10W
4.3. 5 initial Turn On Check
4,4-5 Idle Input Current
Function	 Measurement Le _qi^r em e i1t.
28v input current	 4/y
	
i-qA 50iiiA	 +	 25mA
in
28v	 input voltage	 ;2	 06	 V 28V	 +	 0.28V
n
4.4.4 Idle Input Power
P. E
1 in	 in
.2 8, o61% x
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28v input current	 I G.s^ po	 l 'c Terence on ly
28v input voltage	 a?,0.1 _v	 r'ef orencc only
P = I	 x x
r	 in	 in
= 28,0;2,V  x /dam mA	 4
414 z3 nlW	 Requirement	 <S.0 watts
4.4.11.	 i,la. I Ti Electronics Power
FUnct i on	 Measurement
28v input current	 33 an11	 1:eforence only
25v input volta .t7e	 :2 b?. 	 V	 ",el'erence only
T r	 n x I in
,),kV x 33 m 11
1)	 tnll'	 '.',cgtti rement 	 =l .0 wattsC 	 — ---
1 . 5
	
llowor On Initial iac
a
4.5.3;heck




(^l 1' Sl 'i'	 / r 3 	Ijetlt^ t	 L^ s ^J^t'.	 7
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Data Sheet S
4 .h.]	 Analog roiein Calibration
Measure from
Pin to Pin _	 Function	 Vevsu rement IZeclu rem LLen_t	 rV
12	 9	 + 5v MONI`CCl?	 y /8`/ h	 4.0 + 1 .011
l 2	 1.0	 +20v  MON l" 1'O1; 	 'j'	 4 0	 ] . Olr
V
4.7.2	 Scanner Revolution Pate
Date (1t) P, at Readout	 Measured Time Nominal Tine
	
0	 p	 _ s 2	 sec.	 52 sec.	 a
	
l	 _	 f	 ^6 _sec.	 26 sec.
	
2	 ?	 —Sec.	 1.3 sec.	 1
	
3	 3	 ^.z'_ ^s e c.	 G. 5 sec.












 Check1	 ...	 ..	 I
`	 1 Q ;
	 ,/ Check
9. (I	 _ v/ Checkl (}	
^.. Check
fl. t Ll	 Sector. Test
I . 1 tl . '	 ;3 Chec 1<	 f
4.10.3	 ,3 Check
1	 4. 10.4	 3_ Check
4 1 0. 5	 3 C:h0 1<
4 . 1 0 . b	 3 C. 11
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	 Data ,Sheet h
4 . 1O . 11	 f (:heck
4.10.1'	 3 Ch.eck	 F
!	 4. 1 0 . 13	 3 heC k`^
i
4.10.14	 3 Check
4. 10. 15	 :Z Check
W
F	 4.10.16	 ' Check
_-






4 10.21	 y Check
4.10.2-2	 3 C t ck
4.10.2 3	 Check
4.10.21	 / Check







^.	 1 10. G'ii	 / Check
1, 1(t,'^)	 3 '(,'11Cc1c
	
1 . l u , :,It	 ;-Ch C,Ck
. 1(t	 I	 3 C110Ck
-1. 10.32	 Cheek,
I
1 , 1 0.33	 3f Check
4 . 1(t . 34	 Check
I() . 3S	 3 (;heck
4. 1U.3ta	 ^^ Ghock
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Data Sheet 7
4. 11.0 Sector Check Check _ L",_
4.11.7 Power Supply Variation
I rP01 ,1I1, f1OS/ IlO5 c^ Y1
SUPPLY I)I S1 1 L .AY REAI)O11T
j 26. 00 	 +	 0.26v	 ( - 4 ) 3' _	 ,,-''
28.84	 +	 0.2 8 v 	 (+2 "0'
28.00	 +	 0.28v	 (NOM)
4.11.0 Clock Frequency Variations
Frequency at Failure Requirement
Upper	 20	 MHz >12,9 MlIz
Lower
	 -<	 "Hz <10.0 11,11z
4.12 Slow Data Rate
4 .1 2 . 5 r Check
_




4 .	 1 2 . 8 3 Check
11 	 .	 12.	 S) v"'	 CIieck
4. 12 (;heck
1.12.11 / Chock
1 .12.12 ,/ Check
I	 I SI)horic,,i1 	 Hodc	 Check
1	 . 13	 .	 -1 (,heck
3
1
4	 .	 I (;heck
. b 3 	 (;!leek
l	
.	 13.	 7 Ch ock 
A. 13.8  Check s
4. 13. 9 Ch e c lc
3
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4 . 1 1 6	 3 -^Chcck
























	4 . i "y . ?;;	 ^ Check
1 . 13 - 21)	
..




1. 13.53	 3 check
(:hrc1
4 13 35	 3 C11ec. k
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	 Sun Slit Fa i 1 ure ledge
^VoIts,	 Rouuirement
	
4 . 1 •1 . 24








I, I I ..' ;	 \I i n i morn 1 h re s ho 1 cl 1!ea su rumen t
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1 1	 . .	 11	
., ^	 C " r r'r 	Or
Dat a 17, h v e t 1 4
-1. 1 4  .15	 IvA Current
"easurement	 Pcqu I I -cwcill
mA	 300 in	 m:i x (-x •
 I u,1 i n,, si, i k( -







i. I I . 3 INI
	-1,11 Current Me.-IsIlrement
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Peak -Az Angle +Az Angle
AngI	 Amplitude at 1 /2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp
(degrees)	 (volts) (degrees) (degrees)
`	
+1.00 —
0.50	 I,qS,/ _^In ^`t•
0.25	 "5,4sV. -`Iln ---- +qoo.."





The sun sensor field of view (^Oiumn 1	 -	 Column 2^	 in the azimuth
izis
	
shall	 be	 180 0 120	 at 500 of the peak amplitude at the peak
7
Ball Brothers Research Corporation
	HOC No 49959
/' SUBSIDIARY OF BALI CORPORATION




Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the following table.
Azimu S?#Aa coomAQ& (1) (2) ,, ^,	 Y=
Azimuth Peak -Tilt Angle +Tilt Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp
(degrees) (volts)_ (degrees) (degrees) -
^ 7 V D .l 0 .0 0 E - — 0 .  l i 3 o E+ 	 '.;" .O . 4- VS * ^^i1
-45 '1. ^ o o 2'>3° -^ 0 , g 4,L° awl S°
0 7, L^j 1 - =	 0, leye + =	 4 0.341° 0,1.43°
+45 -7 M I - o . 14f + o , 3 33x 1 , 675*
n-	 -- o ,352° p+ _	 + 0 342° 0,1.(.70
The sun sensor field of view	 (1c.olumn 1	 -	 column 21)	 in the elevation
-1
(hilt)	 axis shall.	 be	 0. 5 + 0,1 0 	at	 50% of the peak amplitude
R
Check
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as -the angle between the
Z-axis and the line formed by the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis. p is more positive as it








Calculate the `sun slit tilt angle









The rotation angle, q,, of the sun slit is defined as the angle between 	 5
the X-axis'and`the intersection of the sun slit FOV.plane and the plane
containint the X and Y axis. 	 is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis
1
^aleulate'the sun slit rotation angle ( in Figure 13) using the fol-
lowing equation:
1	 Requirement
ul^^uc^ E^^Q `fir ► ^ `^o4^JC c^ seat 	 4. 6.3 	 (^^
BR-48 8
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Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the
following table and calculate the Azimuth Field of View
(FOV a } column 4 - column 3 1 )
f
Scanner Reference	 Negative	 Positive	 Azimuth	 Require-
Encoded Angle	 Azimuth Angle Azimuth Angle FOV* 	 merit
Position	 1/2 Pk. Amp.	 1/2 Pk. Amp.
, f 
000	 0° (x-axis) 	 aI = --0,498	 062 - 01 t90	 a2-al - 0.648 0.71+05°
128	 900	 1 =	 0.605	 $2	 0	 2 -01 ^ ^` o.b2l	 0. 71+OS°
256
	 1801)	 yl	 o S3O	 y2 = o,tSS_ (y 2 -Y 1	 0.69S 0.7^+0S°
384	 270° (y- axis) 6 1 = -o-.S62	 62 = 0.131	 1 62-611= o.02. 0. 71+050
The scanner Field of View shall be 0.71 0 +0,05° at 50% of the peak
amplitude.






Error = o. 154	 ° 00+  0. 70
i
•	 (: I I C Ltl.at e the 'scanner , nos .t ion acctirac3 Ic:cordino to the
'	 etlualt ions hel.^ty :	 j'
Eiicocic:r	 ke fcrcncc
C	 1eioI'os t in	 /11^^^	 ?:r r o r'	 ltctcpu i r^c:ntcilt
_. t i
+ au - 1^i^)/?	 ~o ooh -°	 + 0 I°
1 `,	 256	 180°	 (a,1 + a^	 'y	`Y=,)/2	 0,034-	 °	 F 0 1°I,	 - -
384
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Data the e. 18
•	 Tr.;n scribe the 2-axis table readings tca the fl.)llowing t,lbic
ate the Elevation 1', ie2d of View (FOV- ict-1 , 1 ,um:. 4-
L,iiumn. 3 
S Ul 11 TI (-- r	 Reference	 Negative Positive Elevation	 Require
Encoded	 Angle	 Elevation Elevation FOV*	 ment
Position	 Angle Angle
l/ 2 PK. -amp 1/2 Pk. amp
000
	 0°	 (x-axis)	 a_ = --0,608 a =+ (X	 a	 -0. 100	 71±(15 ° 
128	 900	 0. e ,53 B+=	 6.oso - jR o, 613	 o, 7 1 ±0S
2 5 h	 1801,	 y	 = y +
-Y + - -Y711.05  4
384	 270'(y-axis)	 6	 = -0," .z 6+=-2-11 6+- 6-	 0.71t0SL'
*'I'll	 scanner	 field	 of view	 shall be	 0,71 0 	 +	 0.05' at	 50%	 of ' 	 t li c.
111 1 1) 1 i tull e
lo.- u late	 the	 ti l t	 angle	 (^ in	 Figure	 13) o' the plane o C	 the
,,c,,inner
	
optical	 axis	 with re-3pect to the plane of the mounting
stirraco. , 	using	 the	 following 3quation.
t a n	 +y +6	 2gy - 2
ORIGINAL PADIA
h(	 t an	 ((k+
.1	
q JALYMOF PO OP, QT
)12
(-Y + +'y
tan	 (6	 +6	 )/2
0,01
t1 E
i L - 11 I.-I i.	 I)C.	 direct I oil	 of	 1"Iximmil I	 I	 i	 rc:,putr.t` 1",	1	 th
tl i (`	 roferonce	 anglo (0 n g,
tan-1	 6	 (Y- - C)

















































wvT onomww -R[COwo corw	 68.1.1 640
Ica
_	
• Date of start of test
	
—J	 2J'-7,i^
• Date of end of test
3.4 EQUIPMENT P,EQUI1:En
• Visicorder, Honeywell 15(1 ), SIN StIol,
	 Cal.	 Due	 l




• Oscilloscope with camera, Tektronix 547 or equivalent
7633	 S/N _C. ,7L2 /	 Cal.	 (late	 9 ^/7 = > 7
• Current probe, Tektronix P6942 or equivalent
a
'/N :..^^.5Q—	 Cal	 date	 2 7
• DVM) H-P 3449 or equivalent 4Zp 341ZS I	 SIN C92
Cal.
	 date
• Current Ntiter, Weston 911 or equivalent
	 Next
	 ,S / N
^2 /7 	Cal.	 clate
• VOA, Simpson 270 or equivalent L^3^ ds5_!^_'SIN b	Cal..	 date	 /	 7
• Precision power supply,	 II-P 6114A or equivalent
SIN - $2.	 Cal.	 elate






	 H-P 7047A or ct;uivalcnt
S/N S-q	 6S	 Cal.	 (late	 2r/o_ ^—
• Divicline-head,
	 2 axis,
	 Leitz	 Imperial, Series
	 72 or
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SHEET 54	 REV ACODE (DENT No 13993
heet l
Paragraph numbers correspond with paragraph numbers of Test Procedure,
Performance-Panoramic Attitude Sensor, 49959,
	
3.2	 SERIAL NUT BI I?
•	 Scanner head serial number
	 06





•	 Signature of test operator-,e  
v
Ball Brothers Research Corporation
I
	 '
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3.6.1 Selig Check Fheck 3
3.6.2 Test Set Supply Voltages
FUNC_I'ICAN P`I :ASI.IR.T 7, NIMNT	 RI;QtJ TI:L's! ENT
+ 28v
. ^_I_r`A 0.7	 +	 0.07
+12v `gymP 0.6 + 0.06
+10v u y- _ mA 0. S	 + 0. 05
8v mA 0.B	 + 0.08
+ Sv d	 TPA 0. S + 0.05





Pin to	 I'in	 - Function Mcasuroment ?Ieqlli reinent j





20 21 CN!1SST^ GNI1). 11m <0.2 Ohms 1
17 19 28v Ret 0111TI <0.2 Ohms
LAL
12 13 SU. M. 17	 Ohm <0.2 Ohns
4.1.2 ('round Isolation
Measure from
Pin to Pin Function Measurement nedu:irement
20 12 STG-	 CNI). 7 / OMOhw >100 kp
2 0 17 24v	 I;ct.. Olint >100 kQ
4.2.1 Thermistor Continuity
Pleasure	 from
P in to	 I'in 'Ftinct ion i` I'ensurontcnt - Pequirement
14 15	 Elect. Thms .	 I (P'etI ) ^ ^G ^ ykIQ Sk to 15kQ
33 34	 I J ect. •Thms .	 2 ( R0 t 2 ) D. ^4.Y	 k2 Sk to 1SkQ
35 36	 Scan. Thms .	 1 ( P st1 ) /p,	 ko Sk to ISM
37 S	 Scan. Thms .	 2 (I: S 	 2 ) o	 o b	 kQ	 > Sk to 1Skn
. ,;k ,
Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 Do C NO 49959
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL COH110FlATION 	 DAT EAid BOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
	 SHEET _qL	 REV
	1	 Data Sheet 3
4.2.2	 Electronics Thermistor Resistance
AR
^Retl	 Ret2^ x 100% _ (/a.867kQ -	 ¢3kSZ,x 1000
	





	 Requirement: + 4%
4,2.3	 Scanner Thermistor Resistance
^Rst1	 Rst2^x 100	 ^o, I^' kQ /o. obkQ x 100AR
	







Pin to Pin	 Function	 Measurement	 Requirement
f
	
ifs	 14	 20	 Elect. Tans. l	 kQ	 >100kSt
34	 20	 Elect. Thms. 2	 kQ	 >10W
35	 20	 Scan. Thms, 1	 kQ	 >100kSt
37	 20	 Scan. Thms. 2 L^ n kQ	 >100kSZ
d
7
4.3.3	 Initial Turn On	 Check'
4.4 .3	 Idle Input 'Current
Function	 Measuremen t
	Requirement
28v input current'' mA
	 50mA + 25mA(I in
28v input voltage
	 2 6 d^1 `V	 Z8V + 0. 28V
(B in
4.4.-4	 Idle Input Power
P i 	 E in x Iin
2^rz x _%ImA
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Data Sheet 5 9
_
4.6.1 Analog Tclem Calibration .,
r,ieasurc from
Win to Pin Punction Measurement	 Requirement
x 1 5v M.NJ 02	 4,Z30	 l 4.0	 1.0V 1
12	 10 +20v MONITOR	
.i^d	 V 4.0	 +	 1. 0V
s




(R)	 f•.zlte Readout Measurec? Time Nomin al Time
0 O 54 Vsec. 52	 sec.






-3 Sec. 6.5	 sec.






4.9.4 3 	 Check
4.9.5 Check
4.9.6 v 	 Check
4.9.7 3 Check ^
4.10 Sector Test
4.10.2 Check
4.10.3 3 	 Check





4.10.8 3 	 (heck'
4.10.9 J	 Check
`
4. 1 0. 0 V	 Chic k
f a
Data Sheet 6
.	 ^Full (Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC No 49959
I'
SUBSIDIARY or OnU COI f'Ot+n)ION	 DATE
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4.10.15 v/ Check r
-









i, 4.10.22 3 	 CheckI
4.10. 23 V	 Check
f
4.10. 24 y	 Check
f
I
4.1,0. 25 ,%	 Check
4.10.25 3 	 Check
4.10.27 V	 Check
' 4.10.28 3 Check
4.10. 2 9 _Check
4.10.30 Check
4.10.31 V Check
4 . 10	 32 Check
v/' Check4.10.,33
4.10.34 3F Check
j- 4.10.35 J Check
I	 z ^r
4.10.36 3 	 Check 4,.
r.
4 4.10.37 V	 Check
-	 )
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	 SHEET ^^ REV-
Data Shect 7
4.11.6 S ector Check (Uieck
4.11.7 Power Supply Variation
P 0 W U I AOS/ LOS 0
Su 11 p Ily DISPLAY	 READOUT
26.60	 +	 0.26v	 (-4%)
28.84	 +	 0.28v	 (+Z%) v' v
28.00	 +	 0. 28v	 (NOM) v
4.11.9 Clock Frequency Variations
Frequency at Vai lure Requirement
Upper >12.9 Miz
Lower	 _—Mliz <10.0	 1,111Z










4.3.3 Spherical	 Node Chc-ck
4.13.4 110, c k-
4,13.5 Check
4.13.6 Check
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I	 4.13.14	 3 	C ec s
I'	 4.13. 1 S	 ,/	 Chock
fr;


















j	 4.13.26 	 Check
j	 4.13.27	 Z	 Check
4.13.28	 y'	 Check
i	 4.13.29	 ,/	 Check
4.13. 36 	 Check
I 4.13.31	 1/ Check
4.13. 32	 Check
4.13.33	 v,	 Cheek
4.13.34	 3 	 Check
4-.13.3S	 Check
r,	 4.13.36	 ^`	 Check
fin .
	-.	
-	 .	 f <_	 .._:.	 I	 :.	 ' 	 {	 -	
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4.14.22	 Sun Slit Amplitude
vhk =	 _volts	 Reference only
v ^k 	 volts	 Reference only
T
	
4.14. 23	Sun Slit Failure Fdpe
3.1	 Volts,	 Pequirement:	 vhk	 0.5v
	




4. 14.25	 Minimum 'Threshold Measurement
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4.14.35	 4)A Current Measurement	 •
Measurement	 Pequirement
2 6 0	 mA	 300 mA max excluding spikes
	
4.14.37	 tB Current Photograph
r. • I
i




,,24,0 mA	 300 mA max excluding spikes
IT
V
Ball Brothers Research Corporation
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL. CORPORATION'
BOULDER, COLORADO 60302	 C
49959
DOC NO	 /n i
DATE
IDEINT NO 13993





Transcribe' the 2-axis table, settings and complete the following table.
( 1 ) (2)
Tilt Peak	 -Az Angle +Az Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp
(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (degrees)
+1.00 _ w
0. 7:, _
0.50 1.6'5 - I1 +11
0.25 3, 5 0 -91 -1-°I I






L,3o	 - 1	 +q^
-0.75
-1.00
The sun sensor field of view (Column a. - Column 2^ in the azimuth










Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC NO 49959
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Data Sheet 16
4.15.8, 10
Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the following table.
Space Corrected (1) (2)
. Azimuth Peak -Tilt Angle +Tilt Angle
Angle Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp at 1/2 PK Amp F.O.V.
(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees
_B5 S .DIV• E-	 =	 O,'165.0 E+	 =4. 0,350 01'70
-45 5,3(V. - o,233 0. 43 oc^7
0 C." 6 0 \j _	 - o,'Loo + =	 4-0,50 0 o.^oo
+45 +01 Soo 0,^,^3
?I\r.
	 n-	 _ -o,133
	
n+	 =	 -+o,45 o 	 0,61 3
The sun sensor field of view (1column 1 	 - column 21)	 in the elevation
(tilt)	 axis	 shall	 be	 0.5 ` +	 0.1°	 at 50% of the peak amplitude
5	 Check
I The tilt angle,	 p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Z-axis and the line formed by the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis.	 p, is more positive as it
rotates from the +Z axis toward the +Y axis.






The rotation angle, 	 of the sun slit is defined as the angle between
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane and the plane
containing the X and Y axis. 	 >	 is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y-axis.




Falling Edge Trip Point Offset o	 °	 Reference Only
•	 r
Ball Brothers Research Corporation 49959DOC NO
/	 SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION DAT E




• Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the
following table and calculate the Azimuth Field of View
(FOV	 column 4	 -	 column 3 1 )_. owl.
Scanner Reference Negative Positive	 Azimuth	 Require-
Encoded Angle Azimuth Angle Azimuth Angle	 FOV*	 ment
Position 1/2 Pk.	 Amp. 1/2 Pk.	 Amp_.
000 0°(x-axis) al	 =	 -0,411 a2	 =	 +0.-11-1
	
1(x2-al1= 0.691	 0.71+050
128 90° Bl =	 -0,45b f32 = 4Q,24L	 (5 2 `Y— 0,	 3	 0.71+050
256 1800 Yl =	 -0,4'13 Y 2 =	 +0
	
IY2-Yll= "99	 0.71+050
384 270° (y- axis) S1 =	 -O, Soo 62	 +0, 7).	 1	 ! d 2 -d 1 -= OMol	 0.71+0	 °
- * The scanner Field of View shall be 0.71°+0.05°	 at 50% of the peak
GI amplitude.
f.
• Calculate the Zero Scan Angle Error using the following°
equation:- d
Error	 -	 (a 2 + D,1 I
2 Requirement
Error 00+	 0.70





Position Angle Error	 Requirement
128 90° (al + ^ 2 )/ 2	=	 -0101'1 	 +	 0.10I
256 18 00 (a1 + a2 _ Y1 - Y 2 )I 2 	=	 0 MoD (	 +	 0.10
384 2700 (ot+ a2 _ fil - X 2 )/2	 =	 p,0^.'^;	 +	 0.10
LV
Ball Brothers Research Corpordion
Sr)8S1D1AHY O) BALI GOHPORAIION
BOULDER COL ORADO 80302
	






•	 Tronscribe the 2-axis table readings to the following table
a - d.;rlcu ate the Elevation 'Field o:f View (FOV Icclumn 4-




Scanner	 Reference	 Negative Positive Elevation	 Require
Encoded	 Angle	 Elevation Elevation FOV*	 ment
Position	 Angle Angle
1/2 Pk.	 amp 1/2 Pk, amp
000	 00_ (x-axis)	 a _ = _ o	 q	 _ a + = - 0.	 00 (x+
	 oL _ 	 =	 0111 	 71 +05°
} 128	 900	 R_= -X0.433 B+=±D-.?q3 } R+-B_	 =	 0, 11'1_ v 	0	 71±0S0
256	 1800	 Y_= -0,450 Y+=	 0,2b'1 ( Y +" Y	 1 =	 o,71 -1	 0.71±050
384	 270' (y - axis)
	 6_ = -01533 6+'= +D,200 t 6 +-^ - +_	 0+733	 0.711050
*Thc scanner field of view shall be	 0.71°	 +_	 0.05° at SOo of the
Beak amplitude.
_
0	 Calculate	 the	 tilt angleg	 (cp i n	 FiKtrre	 13•) of the plane of tae
scanner optical- axis with respect to the plane of the mounting
surface using the following equation.
t= tan -1
	a2+Sz+^2+62-2, -256 i
«Ire rr;	 x	 =	 tarlf ^ti++(x	 ) /?





^p	 =	 0 , 061 00	 +	 ? . 0
r	 l;alculGrtc	 tf}c	 direction	 of	 r.r<rxinnrm tilt response Gv th	 respect
to the	 , cro	 reference anglo (,A	 in	 Fi q urc 13)	 casing	 rile	 following




(Y`a)0 -tan	 (Y-a)	 (h—p,)	 (Y-a) x
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- D.IEI 0	 Requirement
0 + 2.0°
•	 Calculate the maximum error using the following equation:
error = 1^1 + J(Dj = D,140	 Requirement
0° + 2 0°
4.16.13	 Scanner Trip-On Point
Measured V.	 .trip-on	 Measured Vdark
90 090 e r





	4.16.15	 Scanner Trip-Off Point




% full space moon =	 V	 -V







__0. 0 °	 < 0. 2 °







tDESC l	 te^¢	 I I	 j	 t
!1 11G .SI t 1~ t	 .:+.:	 ,TEMP i	 ..;.
SENSOR PEAK t	 ? t	 t I	 )
,SOLAR
	 PEAK t,	 I !
SPACE PEAK
,SPACE GAIN t : ° ` NULL
X FULL Sc	 L9 I j j' ; dY FULL SCALE t ^y f N
I	 1_	 (	 a	 ' 	 f	 + 	 ,_	
r	
^	 I	 ^	 ^	 i 	
L
1	 F	 i 	 i 	 f	 )	 1
'^	
I ^ i `^`I`	 1 f l # ^	 . ^
	




t 	 i 	 4	
zl	
^	 ^',' (	 ^ ^'	 1	 ^^	 ^'	 ^	
^	 I 	 ! 	 •-^.,^^^ ^ .j.
	
1	 (^^;	 L^	 ^^	 k 	 I- ^ •	 ^ ^ j..
	 ,	
i•	
f_ !	 !	 ^, i O 1	 123
	
^;....r;	
_t44t  i,iY2: I'	 i	 i •!	 I	 .,^	 t	 I,.i1
	
i	 fk	 t^	 I-	 ;y	 t	 +	 #	 !	 I	 +	 !	
!	 1	 t ,
	
^ys^ s ^D.^^. ^ 8!3
	




_	 ,	 (	 ^^,	 S'kE	 1	 00 ^' i j.'•:^	 i ;:	
t	 ^ ;j	 f. :'
	 F I	 !	 j	 t	 {	 '	 I	 _	 i	 ^	 1	 F	 ^	
i	 i	 .1; ,'.
	
" 
_d'v ` ;.' -45	 t' 1	 ^k^ t 	 j	 ^o ,.. +	 !	 +4S 4	 I 	 I.	 !	 +!	 i	 !	 2	 1"T
	
4 y	 ' 	 ! 	 ) 
^	
`if ^	 #	 j 	 i•	 C	 ^	 r 	 ^ 	 I	 f 	 ^	 tlj.
	 ^'	 {	 I	 ^.	 ,	 )	 ^	 {	 a	 #	 t 4:1




.:i	 ^ .— e <<	 _ .+a^	 Olf `!. 	 f	 i.	 )'	 ' 3 '00=!	 } ^ i loo 	 (C.QOJ	
..	
r{	 -^	 Z.7 v i	 `t`	 viLC .36v ^'	 p	 j	 \ s' t l y	 t	 -	 !
f'-	 !t	
f ..	 1	 t	 ^	 ! i !^'	 t	 E	 a	 t	 . I 	 ' 	 ^.	 `.	 i.	 I	 :^ 	 b	 2
	
















'	 ,	 i	 RAIL RROTX,RS RESLARCM. 	 ..r..y.yE	 s	 r
COO TOO AT IOK
	




Ar TAIN ORIGINAL- RECOkO COPY	 NQ
r
SENSOR DATA BLOCK	 S-L
BLOCK S/N Op	 DATE t2 /-7GT
SENSOR: I	 t	 `	 ^'-- ?	







l -	 i	 1;	 I	 {	 I	 t	 i ^. "	 !	 f	 i	 i«	 j	 j' 'j	 t_' r . x
'TEMP 1.	
^...	 t	 i	 r	 1	 1_	 i.. 
SENSOR PEAK: 1 -	 j	 a	 1	 I	 r	 }	 i	 r j
SOLAR PEAK	 --	 I	 E —'	 1	 Q	 t:p	 I
t	 }	 1	 r	 1—	 i	 i	 C)	 9	 t	 lip.SPACE PEAK
	
'	 t	 t	 I	 j	 i.	 1	 1 1 ti ,	 f	 .	 L	 1	 i_	 f. ,-	 i	 E	 ^^:
	








7	 i	 1	 I	 f	
^.	 i,	 f	 y	 ^.-
	 t	 i	 t	 r.














f.42s._ s d:`?s?'v_^	 9 6	 wn a n. -
	
, ..	 1.:  .1
>^^	 r,	 •f2	 '7	 ^	 ,	 -^tr	 r.	 ,	 ^ :i	 f	 s	 s	 ,	 I	 1 `T 
;.-t.5'0°.'R1AR°C^	 0	 9! t i	 .it	 .^	 ^_.` ^...	 E	 '	 }	 ^	 #	 ^	 ^ ^^,..:	 #	 1	 '.	 i	 ^.	 }	 -.t	 t
.x5°G(tN	 Srp E/.4Li	 a	 i	 1	 1	 i	 i	 !	 j	 I	 j	 i
° {plu ` '$T.P  i	 1	 ^.	 1	 I	 ?1	 ((	 i	 i	 1	 i	 f	 jai	 r1	 +	 1 '
	 	 i	 t	 i	 I	 i'7	 i T L
? t	 l.I'	 1	 j	 1i
	
1 if1	 .^.	 f	 I7	 i	 !	 1	 c	 ;_i	 !7	 {...	 t	 >^
^:.








( r 	 y	 ,4+ ,	
1.	
1	 ^	 1	 i 	 j 	 -	 1 	 7	 i	 ,. 	 ^-J 7	 3	 L^
I	 :^	 1^	 ^	 '	 i	 I	 1^	 ^	 1	 7	 ^	 t	 i	 j	 1
o`
,..a W.	 1	 1	 I^	 k	 1 i	 ^t
	 t	 t	 !	 j7	 i
t d	 pi
	
_ f 	 j
•	 1
tt
s	 4.	 '	 (	 ?	 ,	 f;.	 j .. .i	 j	 BALL BROTHERS RESEAACHCO ► 0 aTIO1	 '	 (	 *	 R	 RM	 {
_	
it	 i	 ^	 I	 ^	 1	
t.	
^ 1	 }	 1	 3	 !4	 _},	 '	 'iaoutecs	 q	 ceteuee




SLOCK !/M I	 ooe DAY I to/-Jo. k
LIPL:
j 11:




SPACE- GAIN :-7 -)ItAL







I c;—kV ..	 -1 - -T z -













	 ISS'^ 	 I:	 !
DESC c F	 I	 I'	
..	 rL)
SENSOR ►EAK s
jSOLAR — PEAK : 
SPACI PIAK s ;	 : r..c.
SPACUGAI N , ' T-4-1—*NULLi r i — 1 '	 } ,
X FULL SCALE 1 /a'	 Y ►ULL SCALE y	 I	 O
iAii	 's
ir
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Paragraph numbers correspond with Paragraph numbers of Test Procedure,^l
Performance-Panoramic Attitude Sensor, 49959.
-WI
	3.2	 SERIAL NUMBET
•	 Scanner head serial number	 (wig -
• 	 gain Electronics serial number
	
3.3	 TEST OPERATOR	 ^.
•	 Signature of test operator '/'y)^
s	 •Iv-
s	 Date of start of test
•	 Date of end of test
	 l Z -/. Z G
	3.4	 EQUIPMENT  11EQU I RZED
•	 Visicorder, Honeywell 15040) , S/P! 4 -44 01_, Cal. I)uc IVIg
•	 Iligh Voltage Power Supply, Fluke 3010 or equivalent
+	 Oscilloscope with camera, Tektronix SA7 or equivalent
--^UJ3--	 S/N SQL-2/	 Cal. (late 2--12 - 2 -2





	 /Z_^  .7
•	 DVS`., H-P 3440 or equivalent f.1p,]y65-R	 S/N C 92_fE
Cal. date
	 /-/-7 7
O	 Current P'etor, Weston 911 or equivalent
S/N _5,.3_2/ 7
	, Cal. date 
_/-2-1__7____





Precision I)owcr supply, 1!-!' 0114A or eoilivalent
SIN ^'_^7q2- _ _— C-3I. 0 a t c X22-77__
•	 Pulse }generator, Tektronix 2101 or couivilent
S/N 
_ -$22j^ --- Cal. dote S=1^-ZZ
	 ^+_.
X-Y Plotter, 11-P 7047.E or e<uivalent
	 14S,/N 0 9 1?6% _ 	 , Ca 1.. (late
	 - ia 7_2
•	 Dividinp (lead, 2 axis, Leitz Imperia l
 `.'cries 72 or
equivalent	 ^, S/N 812.6//	 Cal. date d
fBall Brothers Research Corporation 	 DO C NO 49959
i 
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Data  Sheet 2
3.6.1 Sell` Check check	 y'
3.6.2 Test Set Supply Volta g es y,
FUNCTION	 P-!FAQ U1)%.P,M1 OJT	 RT QI1T	 I. 1`1,HMT
+12v	 D • 6 (	 mA 0.6 + O . 06
+10V	 ^6	 1,8,	 _mA a. 5 + 0.0s
+ 8v	 0 , ,qZ	 mA 0.8	 +	 0.08
+ Sv	





. S4	 mA 0. 5	 +	 0.0s
4.1.1 Ground Continuity a
Aleasure	 from
Pin to Pin	 Function r1casuremcnt ),equirement
1 20 I:lectroni,cs box	 CHASSIS GNU. , a4	 _ohm <0.2 Ohms
chassis
20 S)^l	 CHl1SSI,,	 (,N1). , aJ	 Ohm <0.2 Ohms
l 17 10	 28v	 1?et..
. /S	 Ohm <0.2 Ohms
12 13	 SIC.	 GND.
./5	 (ohm <0.2 Ohms
4.1.2 (:round	 Isolation
Measure- from
F Pin to !?in	 Punction Measurement Requirement
20 12	 ST(',.	 GN11. /d	 (`hir >100 kQ i




Pin to Pi 	 Function P(e..9 surement Peouirement
14 15	 Hl ect .	 Thms.	 1 (?'etl )
-
^---kS) 5k to 15kQ
1
33 34	 Elect.	 Thms.	 2(1Z e t 2 ) Z -0, 94?	 k^2-- Sk to lSkQ
3S 36	 Scan.	 Thms.	 l (F. stl ) ^gs _U Sk to 15kQ
37 5	 Scan.	 Thms.
	 2(P st2 ) 6,J2_-	 -kQ Sk to 15kQ
L	 SL
IBall Brothers Research Corporation DOC No 49959
II SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATIONBOULDER, COLORADO 80302	 CODE (DENT NO 13993
Data Sheet 3
4.2.2	 Electronics Thermistor Resistance
AR = (Ret1 - Ret2)
x 100%
	 ^1 0 49/ kQ bo	 kQ)x 1000
Retl	 (a. 41kQ
Retl o,p o	 Requirement: + 4%
4.2.3	 Scanner Thermistor Resistance
AR —
^ Rstl	 Rst2 }x 100%	 ( LO.16^ksi - te kQ)x 100%
Rstl	 Lo,q 57U
_
Rstl 0.2t$ $	 Requirement. + 4%
4.2.4	 Thermistor Isolation
Measure from
Pin to Pin	 Function	 Measurement	 Requirement
14	 20	 Elect. Thins. 1_	 ,7 `b pb k0	 >10W
34	 20	 Elect. Thms. 2	 ciao a kQ	 >10W
35	 20	 Scan Thins. 1	 7/anv
	
kQ	 >10OksZ
37	 ZO	 Scan. Thins. 2	 >ibe t^ kS2	 >100kSt
4.3.3	 Initial Turn On	 Check Lr-
4.4.3	 Idle Input Gurrent
Function	 Measurement	 Requirement
28v input current	 mA	 50mA + 25mA
(I in)
28v input voltage
	 2 71- .0	 V	 28V. + 0. 28V(Bin)
4_.4.4_	 Idle Input Power
Pi	 Ein x Iin
4.. V x S^/ mA








^	 f	 E	 I	 t
v
M
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28v input current	 2 7, 9	 m11	 ?1e{'erence only
( T in)




P	 =	 x	 I.
r	 i lln	 in
27, 9 5 V x _LZ_ff_m/1
_ t
	 o 2 mW Requirement <S.0 watts
4.4.11 plain Electronics Power
I unction Alcasurement
28v input current 3 5	 111/1 Reference only
(I in)
28v input voltag e o T V Reference only(E in)
P	 =	 I:	 x 	 Zine
=	 2 g•° y V x	 ntn
I' c = .T-mlU 11loquirerlent <1.0 watts
4.5 Power On Initialize
4. S.3 'Check
4.'S.5 G--`Check
4. S. 7_ AOS1 + LOS1 + ,AOS2 + LOS2 + A( 1 83 +	 LOS:i	 -	 1060
OFFSET
C
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4.6.1 /Analog Telem Calibration
Measure from





12	 9 + 5v MONITOR
	 ^1. l y.f^^ 4.0	 +	 1.0V
12	 10 .+20v MONITOP
	 ^V 4.0	 +	 1.0V
4.7.2 Scanner Revolution Rate ^.,.
Rate	 (ll)	 slate Readout Measured Time Nominal Time
0 p sec. 52	 sec,
1 1 4	 sec. 26	 sec.
2 2 /_7	 sec. 13 sec.
3 ^? 6.,5_,	 sec. 6.5	 sec,
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4. 10.15 l-- .Check <
4.10.16 v•Check














4 .10.2 8 Leh c k













4 .10.36 P --(f e ck
4. 10.,37 -	 heck
Sall Brothers Research Corporation
SUBSIDIARY Of BAIL CORF,0RAIION
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SHEET 60	 " REV
,i
4.11.6	 Sector Check	 C,ieck
4.11.7	 Power Supply Variation
	
Porif."11	 n0S/ Los	 o	 YXA
SUPPLY	 DISPLAY	 READOUT
26.60 + 0.26v (-4%)	 a	 tr
28.84 + 0.28v (+2%)
k^	 28.00 + 0.28v (NOM)
t
4.11.9	 Clock Frequency Variations




Lower	 .5-	 M11z	 <10.0 MHZ










4.12.11	 -cl e c k 3
4 12.12	 ^_L- 'e15 e c k
4.13	 Spherical iModc Check
4.13.4	 --Check
4.13.5	 y^heck
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4.13.2 8	 _,^C he c k
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4.14.22	 Sun Slit Amplitude
VPk = 	 _volts	 Deference only
VLk =	 = 2_7	 volts	 Reference only
	
4.14. 23
	Sun Slit failure I:dpe
2 • S	 Volts,	 Pcouirement:
	 vl^ + p ,
 SV
^y
4.14.25	 Minimum Threshold Pteasurement
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4.14.35	 (PA Current Measurement 	 •	 r
Measurement	 Requirement
2 G o mA	 300 mA max excluding spikes
	
4.14.37	 (PB Current Photograph	 r• 1
L___
4.14.38	 -^B Current (Measurement
Measurement
'1 (, U mA
Pequi rement
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4 15.7
Transcribe" the 2-axis' table. settings and complete the following table.
	 y
	
( 1 )	 (2)
Tilt	 Peak	 -Az Angle	 +Az Angle
Angles	 Amplitude at 1/2 PK Amp 	 at 1/2 PK Amp
(degrees) (volts)	 (degrees)	 (degrees)
+1.00	 --








	 3 -&.0	 —Qz	 ,-go
-0.25	 z.}s
	
_ 1 1 	 4 0




The sun sensor field of view (Column 1 	 Column 2^ in the azimuth
axis shall be 180° ± 12° at 500 of the peak amplitude at the peak








49959Ball Brothers Research Corporation 	 DOC No
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4.15.8, 10
Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the following table.
_... _	
Space Corrected	 (1)	 (7)
Azimuth	 Peak	 -Tilt Angle	 +Tilt Angle
Angle	 Amplitude	 at 1/2 PK Amp	 at 1/2 PK Amp	 F.O.V.
(degrees)	 (volts)	 (degrees)	 (degrees)	 (degrees;
I





--o,25o	 + 0,'2S^	 aSoo
0	 f.^'1S	 -	 = --0:358	 +	 =	 +o	 3o%	 6.t(,'1






_	 +n, 3o9	 o,lo`6
The sun sensor field of view (1column l 	 - column 2 1)	 in the elevation
(tilt) axis shall be 0.5 + 0.1° at 50$ of the peak amplitude
Check
The tilt angle, p of the sun slit is defined as the angle between the
Z-axis and the line formed by the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane
and the plane containing the Y and Z axis.	 p is more positive as it
rotates from the +Z axis toward the +Y axis.






-	 0.0	 +	 2.00
The rotation angle, ^y, 'of the sun slit is defined as the angle between
the X-axis and the intersection of the sun slit FOV plane and the plane
j	
containing the X and Y axis.	 is more positive as it rotates from the
+X axis toward the -Y axis.
I
Calculate the sun slit rotation angle 	 in Figure 13) using the fol-
lowing equation:
f	 `
3p	 41	 (-F- ,-r-E:- +n - +n+)-
4	 Requirement
°	 0.0	 ±	 2.00
Falling Edge Trip Point Offset 	 0
	 Reference Only
Ball Brothers Research Corporation	 DOC No	 49959
AA
SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION
	
	 DATE





•	 Transcribe the 2-axis table settings and complete the
following table and calculate the Azimuth Field of View
	 r
(FOV	 column 4	 column 31).
Scanner Reference	 Negative	 Positive	 Azimuth	 Require-
Encoded Angle	 Azimuth Angle Azimuth Angle FOV*
	 ment
Position	 1/2 Pk. Amp.	 1/2 Pk. Amp.
000	 0'(x-axis)	 a1	 0.276	 a2
	 J9-L12-9	 la2-al 1 = d,7US-0.71+050
128
	
900	 S1 = 
-n.2 '7	 02 	 _	 02-Y -D.7o 0.71+050
n256
	 1800
	 Yl = 6.169	 Y2
	
0•y36 1Y 2_ yl1=Q 0.71+05°
384	 270° (y- axis) d 1
	0.30/
	 S2 Y-p-	 82-d 1 l=D 7oS 0.71+0 °
The scanner Field of View shall be 0.71°+0.05 0










	 °	 00+ 0.7
	 i





Position	 Angle	 Error	 Requirement
-128	 900	 (a1 + a ? 	(3 1 - 0 )/2	
- a.b0^	 + 0.1
; ►,	 256	 1800	 (a1 +' a2	 Yl	 Y 2 ) /2 	 G.00>	 + 0.1°
384	 2700	 (a + a 2 	cSl	 82)/2 = 0.Oi6
	
+ 0.10
^.- =`_ 	  ....gym _ ,..... ^ _ -	 ►:
.1.0
1-1-1-
Ball Brothers Reswch Ckxpontlon	 DOC NO 49959
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	 Transcribe the 2-axis table readings to the following table
a'tl ;:zilcutate the Elevation Field of View CPOV= icclumn 4-
column 3
Scanner Reference Negative Positive Elevation Require
Encoded Angle Elevation Elevation FOV* ment
Position Angle Angle
1/2 Pk.	 amp 1/2 Pk. amp
000 0'	 (x-axis) cc	 0, S'S-o CY--njj e, I a + - a _ 0. 711050
128 900 6+= 0./97 B+- B_ 2.7Z Z _ 0.71±0.5° 
256 1800 y_=.. a. ss-0 y+=6,14'2 ly+- -y I = _Q, -ZZ_Z_ _ 0.71±050
384 2700(y-axis) 7 6+=0. J 7 _ -0.71105°
*I'hc Scanner field of view shall be 0.71 + 0.05' at 50 10 of the
peak amplitude.
•	 Calculate the	 tilt angle	 (^ in	 Figure	 13•)	 of the plabe of	 the
scanner optical axis with respect to the plane of the mounting
surface using the following equation.
0= tan-1	 11^,2 ^02,Y2+62_ 2ay-2a6
Z ORIGINAL PAGE IS
t^ 1 i c r L, 	 ix	 tan ((X + +C% OF POOP, QUALITY
+ 
4
tan ( -y + +Y	 )/2
tan (6	 +6_)/2
1\'.C(]LI i I'MC ]It
•	 C01CUlate	 the	 direction of	 rillXiMUM tilt	 response with	 respect
to	 the	 zero	 reference angle (A	 in	 1^i q uro	 13)	 its ing	 the	 j'o I I oj& ink
equat ion:
-tan
0	 ( y - CO
• 90
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Data Sheet 19
0	 Calculate the cone angle (average deviation from a plane) using
the following equation:
V
= (a_+a++R _+R++y_+y+6 _+6+}
_ -0./,7.-	 ° Requirement
0°	 +	 2.0°.
p
`', •	 Calculate the maximum error using the following equation:
error _	 +	 (P	 = 0. 2 0 2	 ° Requirement
0°	 +	 2.0°
4.16.13	 Scanner Trip-On Point
i
Measured Vtrip-on Measured Vdark
g_	 '7	 v t. , l" 9	 u





4.16.15	 Scanner Trip-Off Point
Measured V trip-off Measured Vdark,'
.A
I
b'7¢	 v , 5' 9 9	 v
;
% full space moon = V	 -Vtrip-off
	 darkf. , x 100%
0.980
7e iS % Requirement
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... lot a	 COL*&Aoo j
SPOT—	 cd 	 901.7 6—
BLOCK S/N: o0c,	 DATE	 7j
SEN SOR! PA S. I ..	
--	 ___ _-
DESC : F P




SPACE GAIM : 	 NULL:	 i
X FULL SCALE:	 SCALE : y
-1 .45,
SENSOR	 DATA	 BLOCK ^Z j
b ^ ^






^^?tt^ s r iD J l3,^ ^ ;
^. t	 -i JV' )p ' -1t• 1 S.f






















SPACE GAIN :	 -i NUILL.
X FULL SCALE Y FULL SCALE
00: Dt fri - 2




BLOCK	 S/N: 00 6 	 DATE://_,
SENSOR:	 PAS
DESC--	 F.	 r








X F ULL SCALE : lo /J. - ,jY FULL SCALE	 jvj
^.^^- ^ i	 ►- 220' 2S/_ yS'
0*	 1?, 4-400	 3 do*
.7 1 0 , ov r
C'	 17 N q0' 0 00
1.	 +;	 I jo to lv J3
t.
